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Abstract 
The evolving of the networking application and electronic components are pushing the 
bandwidth limits in the automotive domain [19]. Consequently, the car manufacturers 
have begun to produce more complex Electronic Control Units (ECUs) to fulfil the 
automotive technology evolution. Car manufacturers have used ECUs from different 
vendors to get the most creative features in cars [19]. These ECUs requires a standard 
network interface such as Ethernet which can bring significant features such as high 
bandwidth, low weight and full duplex communication. Nowadays, Ethernet has 
adapted to apply in the automotive application. Therefore, it has called for a high 
degree of testing to ensure the safety and interoperability between these ECUs. 
However, the testing of the Automotive Ethernet is facing many challenges such as 
finding and solving the issues as early as possible in the development process. 
Besides that, testing an Automotive Ethernet TCP/IP stack is a complex task, as it 
required an upper tester to cause the implementation of the device under the test to 
move to specific states. AUTOSAR has defined a standardised control protocol (Test 
Stub) to use it as an upper tester for executing the AUTOSAR Acceptance Test (for 
TCP/IP stack) [6]. This protocol has used for conducting the test cases of the TCP, 
UDP and IP protocols in AUTOSAR [21] [22] [23]. OPEN Alliance has specified an 
Automotive Ethernet ECU test specification which covers more protocols than 
AUTOSAR such as ARP and DHCP [7]. Consequently, potential gaps and issues may 
arise when using the Test Stub to conduct the test cases of the OPEN Alliance, as it 
initially defined for conducting the AUTOSAR Acceptance Test. 
This work presents the evaluation of the Test Stub in context of using it to conduct the 
OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test. Furthermore, it will introduce a solution 
to overcome the potential issues and gaps which may arise after using the Test Stub 
(defined by AUTOSAR) to conduct the test cases of the OPEN Alliance. 
Keywords: Automotive Ethernet, TCP/IP stack, Test Stub, AUTOSAR, OPEN 
Alliance 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
The in-vehicle networking is continuously evolving in the automotive domain. The 
technology which was science fiction became now science fact [19]. The number of 
electronic components and sensors which installed in vehicles has increased 
enormously over the past decades. This increase is partially due to the high demand 
for the systems which requires higher bandwidth [17]. The bandwidth specification in 
the existing in-vehicle network could not fulfil in such a system. The driver assistance 
system is one of the systems that its bandwidth requirements exceed the capabilities 
of the existing in-vehicle network (CAN, FlexRay, MOST) [17]. Therefore bringing the 
Ethernet into automotive world becomes an important due to its specification which 
offers more advantages. 
Ethernet is the latest in-vehicle network introduced to the automotive domain, 
although the Ethernet has invented since more than 40 years ago [1:24]. Over the past 
decades, Ethernet has used in the information technology domain, and it proves high 
reliability. Therefore the OEMs attempt to find an existing network technology outside 
the automotive domain to overcome the bandwidth and wiring harness issues. In the 
past, Ethernet had some limitations which prevent the Ethernet to fulfil the automotive 
requirements. This limitation represented in the inability of satisfying Electromagnetic 
Interference (EMI) and Radio-Frequency Interference (RFI), the inability of guarantee 
latency under low microsecond range, the inability to achieving the synchronising time 
between devices [13]. However, due to the significant advantages of the Ethernet, the 
automotive industry has begun the adaptation of the Ethernet to apply in the 
automotive application. This advantages represented in, higher bandwidth, full duplex 
communication, low weight and high speed [1:18]. 
Car manufacturers have utilised ECUs from different vendors to get the most 
creative features in cars [19]. However, using ECUs from different vendors will provide 
interoperability challenges. Therefore Automotive Ethernet will call for a high degree of 
interoperability as it used in the vehicle network. The driver assistance system and 
infotainment will be the initial object for bringing the innovation to customers using the 
high bandwidth offered by Ethernet [19]. Consequently; it is critical to guarantee the 
safety and interoperability of these systems. 
The interoperability problems would cause the cost and safety issues especially 
if it discovered after the production of the vehicle. The enforcing of standard 
compliance and interoperability tests will ensure the service-level and quality checks 
on ECU code to avoid the late discovery of the interoperability and the protocols issues 
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related to it [19]. The late discovery of the interoperability issues will lead to lose the 
time and increase the cost, mainly when the ECUs are provided from different vendors. 
The testing of communication stack is necessary to ensure the robustness against the 
negative behaviour of the protocols and to build the first level of defence against 
communication stack attacks which used to penetrate the automotive systems [19]. 
The verifying of the consistency of implementation against the standards is essential, 
due to the need for reducing the interoperability risks in the early phase of the 
development process. 
Modern vehicle today includes parts manufactured and designed by different 
companies around the world, as the car industry today has worked on a global scale 
[1:125]. As a result, the need for standardisation appeared, as it the only way to ensure 
the compatibility and interoperability of the automotive component from different 
supplier around the world. Initially, individual companies have used the automobile 
network according to its proprietary standards. However using the proprietary standard 
has caused problems such as the limitation of sourcing, lack of industry acceptance, 
incompatibility of the same parts [1:125]. In response, the proprietary standards have 
changed to open standards which allow companies to access the essential information 
to make the systems and components interoperable with the others components 
produced by other companies. 
Currently, automotive stakeholders aim to improve Automotive Ethernet 
testing by introducing the standardised Automotive Ethernet test 
specifications. This standardisation will pursue the objective of making a 
standardised acceptance test which includes the standard test cases and test 
methods (such as Test Stub and protocols) [28]. The standard acceptance test 
aims to show the conformance of the stack, instead of showing the conformance 
of the specific OEMs configurations. Testing of the Automotive Ethernet using 
standards in the automotive network has many advantages. The general 
advantages are apparent in enabling of high reuse of the test specification of the IT 
domain which will increase the quality and decrease the costs. The advantages for 
the specific automotive stakeholders are evident as follow. The OEMs save money 
and cost, as it is not responsible for running the network acceptance test which 
the Test House perform it. Also, it will save work, as it will not create the test 
specifications. For the software supplier, the testing of the stack using different test 
suites will be possible which will increase the test coverage. For the test suite 
supplier such as Ixia, the development of the standard test suit to all OEMs will be 
possible. For Test Houses, the usage of one tool suite for multiple OEMs will be 
possible. OPEN Alliance and AUTOSAR are a standardised body which 
published standardised test cases for testing the automotive TCP/IP stack. 
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OPEN Alliance has a standardised testing process which recommends the 
conformance test of the protocols used in the ECUs [19]. At present, testing an 
automotive TCP/IP stack using a black box approach is complicated, as it needs to 
cause the implementation of the device under test to move to specific states. 
Consequently, an upper tester application is required to cause the implementation 
to move certain states. AUTOSAR has defined the specification of the standardised 
control protocol used as an upper tester to increase the quality and reduce the 
costs of testing TCP/IP stack [6]. This protocol called the Ethernet Testability 
Protocol and Service Primitives(also called Test Stub). Test Stub protocol is a 
communication control protocol that provides the capability of triggering services 
primitives to imply actions on the upper interfaces of the Implementation 
Under Test (IUT) [6]. 
1.2 Thesis Scope 
The Test Stub, as well as the respective protocol, is defined and implemented in a 
proprietary way. This protocol has defined initially for conducting the AUTOSAR 
Acceptance Test of TCP/IP stack [6]. Specifically, AUTOSAR has used the Test Stub 
to conduct the TCP, UDP, IP test cases. On another side, OPEN Alliance test cases 
have covered more protocols test cases for testing TCP/IP stack such as TCP, UDP, 
IP, ICMP, ARP and DHCP [7]. As a result, the potential issues and gaps may arise 
when using the Test Stub (defined by AUTOSAR) to conduct the OPEN Alliance test 
cases. The potential Issues represented in the missing service primitives of the 
protocols which AUTOSAR did not cover it. These issues will make the Test Stub losing 
one of the most important characteristics which are the usability of the Test Stub to 
conduct different test specification. 
The presented thesis work aims to answer the research question of evaluating the 
Ethernet Testability Protocol and Service Primitives, in the context of using it to 
conduct the OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test for TCP/IP stack. 
Additionally, it aims to find a solution to overcome the potential gaps and issues 
resulted from the Test Stub (defined by AUTOSAR). The following phases will 
be implemented, to achieve these objects: 
 Identify the missing service primitives of the missing protocols between the
AUTOSAR and OPEN Alliance test specifications in a range of the TCP/IP test
cases.
 Define the concept of how to Implement Test Stub.
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 An exemplary implementation of the Test Stub to work correctly with Ixia test tool 
(IxANVL) and to overcome the existing Test Stub issues. 
 Conducting the OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test specification, using 
the developed Test Stub. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
The rest of the chapters are ordered as follow. The following chapter will introduce the 
relevant subject to the research work such as the advent of the Automotive Ethernet, 
the influencing of the Automotive Ethernet in the automotive system development 
process and the TCP/IP model layers. Chapter 3 will present the related work which is 
done previously. Specifically, it will introduce the Pilot project and its outcome which 
will be used to solve the research question. 
 
Chapter 4 will describe the research approach which proposed to overcome the 
problem resulted from the existing approach. Besides that, it will present the arguments 
which support the proposed approach against the existing approach. Chapter 5 will 
introduce the method which followed to identify the missing service primitives of the 
missing protocols. 
 
In Chapter 6, an introduction to the test environment which is used after that to conduct 
the OPEN Alliance test cases. Furthermore, it will present the implementation of the 
Test Stub in context of the design model and the main operations overview, according 
to the proposed approach. 
 
Chapter 7 will describe the experiments used to test the functionality of the Test Stub 
by means of conducting the OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test using the 
Test Stub. Besides that, it will present the evaluation of the approach using the 
observations obtained after the conduction of the OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet 
ECU Test using the developed Test Stub. Moreover, it will introduce the expected and 
the actual results after conducting the experiments. Chapter 8, summarise the work 
with the outline of the results and future work. 
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2 Literature Review 
This chapter introduces the advent of the Ethernet in the Automotive domain and the 
advantages of the Automotive Ethernet comparing with the other in-vehicle network. 
Furthermore, it presents the TCP/IP model of the Ethernet and the impact of 
introducing the Ethernet in the development process of the automotive system. 
Besides that, it will present the related work and approaches used in the IT and 
Automotive domain to test the TCP/IP stack of the Ethernet. The outcome which will 
be obtained from this chapter is knowing the relevant subjects and aspects of the 
research work which make it more comprehensible. Also stating the related technical 
work which has performed previously. 
2.1 Automotive Ethernet in-vehicle Network 
Modifying an existing in-vehicle network technology or introducing a new one to the 
automotive industry is risky and expensive. Nowadays, the production of automobiles 
has increased due to the high usages of vehicles in transportation. Thus the 
modification of the large number of software and hardware to introduce a new 
technology brings up the great need for testing and validation which are expensive, 
however the significant advantage which the new technology offers will overcome 
these costs and risks [1:3]. Researchers believe that Ethernet has industry advantages 
that will outweigh any disadvantage in its adoption, this section will introduce those 
advantages. 
Many revolutionary functionalities introduced today in the automotive fields such 
as adaptive cruise control, automatic parking system, and lane departure prevention. 
Automotive Ethernet (AE) offers a high bandwidth for today’s application, in the future 
researchers expect that it will provide excellent performance and will use as backbone 
in-vehicle network [1:3]. The revolution of Ethernet is starting now in the automotive 
industry, and it will be larger than the revolution of controller area network (CAN) in the 
past [1:4]. 
2.1.1 Ethernet-based network in the automotive field 
The electronics in automobiles are getting more sophisticated with more controllers, 
sensors, and interfaces with high bandwidth, therefore bringing the Ethernet into 
automotive world becomes very important due to the following benefits: 
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Increasing the network’s bandwidth 
 
The lack of the bandwidth offered by CAN is one of the challenges that the electronics 
engineer has faced in the automotive world. The nominal speed of 1 Mb/s provided by 
CAN was adequate for the needs of the time when Bosch developed CAN [1:8]. As the 
power of the processing increasing in the ECUs, the bandwidth of the network 
connecting these ECUs goes up correspondingly. While the CAN have remained at its 
bandwidth limitations with 1 Mb/s nominal speed, the ECUs in the vehicle has become 
more potent over the last decade. Consequently, the bandwidth limitation of the CAN 
is inadequate for the most of the applications for modern cars [1:8]. 
Switching to a new network technology such as FlexRay is a difficult task as 
described before. Also bringing Ethernet into automobiles will require tremendous 
efforts. Over 40 years Ethernet has been proven its ability to evolve, change and to 
support the increase of bandwidth while keeping backward compatibility with software 
and higher protocols layers, all those features are the primary major of the success of 
the Ethernet [1:9]. Ethernet technology provides to automotive companies the ability to 
use this base functionality while enabling forward compatibility to permit better 
performance which is an essential advantage in the future [1:9]. Figure 2.1 shows the 
timeline of the speed grades of the Ethernet. 
 
Figure 2.1: Timeline of the Ethernet speed grades [2:3] 
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Full-Duplex communication 
The modern Ethernet provides to the automotive world magnificent technical 
characteristics such as a full duplex communication. The concept of the full-duplex 
operation occurs when two connected devices can send and receive at the same 
time [1:10]. Thus, this feature offers three advantages compared to the traditional 
shared networks used in the automotive world. First, both devices do not need to wait 
to take their turns to send and receive data between them; they can send and 
receive simultaneously. Second, higher aggregate bandwidth, for example in the 
case of 100 Mb/s BroadR-Reach; the total throughput that it can get theoretically is 
200 Mb/s as a maximum when considering that two devices are together sending and 
receiving at the same time [1:11]. Third, among different pairs of devices with 
advanced features such as AVB, the full duplex operation can occur between them 
without any issues[1:11]. Figure 2.2 shows the Broadcom’s BroadR-Reach 
technology which offers full duplex communication with 100 Mb/s. 
Figure 2.2: 100 Mb/s full-duplex transformer (Broadcom’s BroadR-Reach) [1:14] 
Packet switching 
By using packet switching communication cuts into small pieces of messages defined 
as packet or Frames in the Ethernet world. Across the network, with various devices, 
these messages can be sent piecewise, and the multiple data exchanges can occur 
at the same time [1:11]. The circuitry of the modern switch allows handling frames 
which coming from various senders, forwarding each to the convenient recipient; 
this will enable multiple interchanges simultaneously. 
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For more illustration, Figure 2.3 represents a switched BroadR-Reach network. 
Here, the messages can transfer between the Speaker and Head Unit at 100 Mb/s in 
each direction. Also, it transferred between the Display and Console at the same data 
rate. Thus, the aggregate throughput will be 400 Mb/s theoretically, if all of these 
devices transmitting at full speed, even though the rate of the BroadR-Reach is 100 
Mb/s [1:174]. 
Head Unit
Radio/DVD
Switch
Display Console Speaker
Integrated 
unit
100 
Mbps
100 
Mbps100 Mbps
100 
MbpsPort 1 Port 2
Port 0
Port 3
Figure 2.3: Automotive Ethernet network [1:175] 
Low weight and high-speed 
Ethernet reduces the wiring harness problem which is the third costliest and heaviest 
component in-vehicle network technology. The networking of vehicular camera 
systems proves that Ethernet can reduce the weight and improve the performance of 
the system [1:15]. In recent years the use of cameras in vehicles has increased 
significantly; starting in 2018 the National Highway Traffic Saftey Administration in the 
united state will require them to be installed in the cars [1:15]. The most of these 
systems connected the cameras by three technologies: analogue National Television 
System Committee (NTSC); digital Low-Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS); or 
analogue Phase Alternating Line (PAL) Signals. All of the traditional systems makes 
the servicing difficult and increase costs due to the bulky and thick cabling with 
shielding, which installed to avoid the electromagnetic interference [1:16]. 
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In contrast, Broadcom introduces the BroadR-Reach technology which reduces 
the weight by 30% and the overall costs by 80% when compared to one of the older 
connectivity like LVDS [1:16]. The costs will push down more in the future, as the 
industry moves toward the product diversity, Ethernet solution and more competition 
[1:16]. 
Ethernet is the latest network technology introduced to the automotive industry. It used 
for the first time in BMW’s X5 and hit the road in 2013 [1:24]. Although Ethernet 
invented since more than 40 years ago, the car manufacturers could not use it in 
automotive networking. The interesting question that might arise, Why after many 
years the Ethernet becomes an attractive option for automobile network. Due to the 
following limitation, Ethernet could not fulfil the automotive requirements: 
 
 Ethernet did not satisfy the Electromagnetic interference (EMI) and radio-frequency 
interference (RFI) requirements of the OEMs [13]. 
 
 Ethernet could not guarantee latency under low microsecond range. 
 
 Synchronizing time between devices could not be achieved by Ethernet. 
 
 Control bandwidth allocation to different streams could not accomplish. Thus it did 
not have the way to transmit shared data from multiple types of sources [13]. 
2.1.2 TCP/IP Model Layers 
The modern internetworking, local networking is dominated by the suite known as 
TCP/IP, just as the Ethernet rules. Named for the key protocols that comprise it, TCP/IP 
has used, and in continuous development for about four decades [14:19]. In that time, 
It has been developed gradually from experimental techniques used to connect a 
handful of computers to the most complex computer systems such as the global 
internet [14:20]. The focus will be mainly on the core of the TCP/IP layer three and four 
protocols which is the most relevant to the research challenge. 
The TCP/IP model uses four layers that logically express the equivalent of the 
top six layers of the OSI model. The following figure shows the TCP/IP and OSI model 
layers. The physical layer is not included in the TCP/IP model as the data link layer is 
considered as the point at which the interface occurs between the TCP/IP stack and 
the underlying hardware network [14:21]. The model of the TCP/IP layers cover the 
following four layers as shown in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4: TCP/IP and OSI reference model [14:21] 
 
Network Access Layer 
 
It responsible for interfacing the TCP/IP stack with the underlying physical layer, also 
it represents the place where the TCP/IP protocols are running at the higher layers 
interface to the local network. This layer is equivalent to the data link layer in the OSI 
model. On many of the TCP/IP networks, there is no need to run the TCP/IP protocol 
on this layer because when the TCP/IP run over the Ethernet, then the layer two and 
layer one functions handled by the Ethernet [14:20]. In this case, Ethernet driver is the 
interface between the TCP/IP stack and the Ethernet. However, there are protocols 
such as Point-To-Point protocol which defined for the TCP/IP networks, as it does not 
have the implementation of the layer two [14:21]. The descriptions of the mentioned 
protocols are listed below. 
 
 Serial line internet protocol: allows TCP/IP to operates over the serial link by 
providing layer two connection between two devices [1:441]. 
 
 Point-To-Point protocol: provides layer two connectivity, described as a suite of 
protocols that allow data encapsulation, encryption and aggregation to facilitate 
the operation of the TCP/IP over WAN links [1:441]. 
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Network layer 
 
This layer is equivalent to the network layer in the OSI model. It is responsible for the 
following tasks such as data packaging, manipulation and delivery, logical device 
addressing and routing. At this layer, the internet protocol (IP)-the heart of the TCP/IP 
stack- exists. Also, it supports protocols such as ARP and ICMP [14:22]. The 
descriptions of the mentioned protocols are listed below. 
 
 Internet Protocol: is responsible for routing and addressing functions. Also, it 
provides connectionless and encapsulation delivery of the transport layer 
messages over the network of the TCP/IP [1:442]. 
 
 Adress Resolution Protocol: is responsible for mapping layer three (IP address) 
to layer two ( physical network address). 
 
 Internet Control Message Protocol: provides information request-and-reply and 
error-reporting capabilities to hosts, it described as a support protocol for IPv4 and 
IPv6. 
 
Transport layer 
 
Facilitating the end-to-end communication over an internetwork is the primary task of 
this layer. It is in charge of enabling the logical connection between devices to allow 
data to be transmitted either reliable or unreliable. Also, it identifies the specific source 
and destination of the application processes. The main protocols of this layer are 
Trasnsmaition Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [14:29]. The 
descriptions of the mentioned protocols are listed below. 
 
 Transmission Control Protocol: is the primary protocol of the transport layer, 
manages and establishes connections between devices; also ensures flow-
controlled and reliable delivery of the data using IP [1:443]. 
 
 User Datagram Protocol: has higher efficiency than TCP, due to its simple way of 
sending data between the application processes, but it did not ensure the reliable 
flow management of the data [1:443]. 
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Application layer 
 
The layer where the implementation of the end user application and service take place. 
This layer is encompassing layers five through seven in the OSI model. At the 
application layer, there are numerous protocols such as the administrative protocols 
like DHCP and SNMP, as well as to HTTP, FTP and Telnet for providing the end-user 
services [14:34]. The descriptions of the mentioned protocols are listed below. 
 
 Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP): is a complete protocol for 
managing IP addresses moreover, configure TCP/IP devices. It used for automatic 
IP addresses assignment and included various capabilities and features [1:444]. 
 
 Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP): used to implements World Wide Web; 
moreover, transfers the hypertext files between hosts. 
 
 Simple Network Mangement Protocol (SNMP): used for remote management 
of devices and network. 
 
 File Transfer Protocol (FTP): is a protocol designed for allowing the files transfer 
between two devices. 
 
 Telnet: is a reliable protocol located at the application layer; it uses the TCP 
protocol to establish a bi-directional conversation using the ASCII-encoded text. 
The conversation used across a network to perform the virtual terminal process. 
The primary purpose of the Telnet is to permit the method of interfacing the terminal 
devices to each other [14:48]. It was used before to transfer files, sending mail and 
the virtual terminal application. 
2.1.3 Ethernet in-vehicle system development Process 
Automotive development process follows the V-cycle model. Therefore the 
responsibilities which shared between the OEM, Tier1 and supplier may change due 
to the introduction of the Ethernet in automotive filed [2:242]. The main concept of V-
cycle model is to follow, the Top-down approach on the Development side, and the 
Bottom-up approach on the Test side [4:24]. 
For the in-vehicle networking, it is not essential to consider or view all the 
development process of the vehicle. However, it is necessary to focus on the 
development process of the Electric and Electronics (EE) architecture. The purpose of 
the EE architecture in the automotive field is to fulfil the constraints of the target cost 
and the limitation of the space in the car while enabling all required functions of the EE 
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architecture [2:242]. Figure 2.5 describes the EE development V-cycle in the 
automotive field. 
 
Figure 2.5: The V-cycle of EE development in the automotive field [2:242] 
 
In the development side, the first step is the definition of the system requirements by 
the sales, moreover the definition of product management [2:243]. This step did not 
define how the enabling of the functions is done. However, it represents the ideal 
system results. The next step focus on the feasibility of the system, the outcome of this 
step may turn out that the ideal system result could not be achieved. 
The second step represents the definition of the EE architecture. The system engineers 
begin to prepare the solution of the implementation of the requirements. They start the 
process by breaking down the customer functions into small entities of the functions 
[2:242]. Each function entity explains on the part of the customer functions at a specific 
level. 
After defining all the functions entities of the customer, the performing of the 
task which partitioning all the function entities onto ECUs, actuators and sensors 
should be done. This task is very complicated and essential in the development 
process. Also, this step in the ideal word represents the process of the cost 
optimisation, as the functions entities grouped onto the optimal number of sensors, 
actuators and ECUs which depend on the definition of the requirements at step one 
[2:243]. 
The next step represents the definition of how the sensors, actuators and ECUs 
communicate with each other; also it defines the 3D routing layout. The process of 
partitioning the functions on ECUs is iterative, as the EE architecture defined by using 
the feedback loops [2:242]. The introduction of the Automotive Ethernet did not 
influence the partitioning of the customer functions on to ECUs [2:243]. However, it 
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could impact the system design, as the network technology combined. For example, 
the way of partitioning the function may differ when the data rate is high. 
 
The influence of the EE architecture makes some change in the network architecture, 
as it defines the communication network inside the vehicle and the power supply 
[2:243]. The communication network inside the vehicle explains which ECUs are 
connected using which communication bus to the system. The timing behaviour, data 
rates, and quality are essential criteria for selecting the network technology used inside 
the vehicle. As a result, the in-vehicle communication has affected by introducing the 
Automotive Ethernet. The further outputs of the network architecture are the spatial 
layout of the network architecture [2:242]. The weight, harness diameter, installation 
space is some of the essential consideration in the spatial layout. The second output 
is the ECUs definition and the EE architecture. Moreover, it gives an overview of how 
the functions entities on ECUs communicates with each other. The OEM can make the 
cost estimation and give some guideline to the supplier after the Tier1 (supplier of 
ECUs) finishes the final design [2:243]. After that, The supplier takes the guidelines 
provided by OEMs to complete the ECU design and to implement it. 
 
On the Test side, it starts with testing the ECU. Next, performing the test of the network 
functions such as shutdown and start-up when connecting the ECUs. After passing 
these test successfully, the combination of the user functionalities is tested. The last 
step on the testing side is the maintenance of the vehicle and its network through the 
lifetime of the vehicle [4:26]. The primary influence of the Automotive Ethernet was on 
network and component test. The In-vehicle acceptance test and the system test have 
not affected by introducing the Ethernet in the automotive field [2:244]. 
2.2 The testing of TCP/IP stack in IT domain 
Testing TCP/IP stack has initially defined in the IT domain [11]. TCP/IP protocols have 
required a standard method to conduct its test. One of those methods was the 
conformance test methodology. After the fulfilment of the specification of the 
automotive industry, Ethernet has introduced to the automotive field. Consequently, 
some of the test specification and methods has reused from the IT domain to be 
compatible with Automotive Ethernet specification. 
2.2.1 Conformance test methodology 
The ISO/IEC has introduced the conformance test methodology. The purpose of this 
methodology is to verify whether the System Under Test (SUT) conform to the related 
protocol specification or not [11]. The development of the standardised test suites has 
to be implemented for each international standard which specifies the usage of the OSI 
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protocol according to the suppliers or user of the OSI products [6]. Definition of the 
standard test methodology, with appropriate test procedures, has been required by the 
standard test suites. The ISO/IEC 9646 take the responsibility to define this test 
method which provides the framework for the conformance test suites[11]. 
Furthermore, it defined the instruction of the procedures during the test. 
The conformance test method includes the behaviour and capabilities of testing 
an implementation. Furthermore, it used to check the observation against the standard 
requirements of the related standards bodies [12:285]. The conformance test did not 
involve any assessment of the robustness or the assessment performance of 
implementation, and these are some of the disadvantages provided by it [12:286]. 
Furthermore, it cannot give a decision on the physical realisation. The objective of the 
conformance test is to increase the probability of the ability of the implementation to 
internetwork correctly. However, the complexity of the protocols makes the test is 
difficult in the economic and technical areas when conducting it practical [11]. 
 
Test method specification 
 
ISO 9646 has defined the abstraction of the test architecture which surrounds the 
Implementation Under Test (IUT) [12:289]. The conduction of the test using this 
method allows accessing the external behaviour of the IUT and not the internal 
behaviour as it is invisible [12:290]. Figure 2.6 shows the abstraction architecture 
defined by the ISO 9646. The Upper Tester (UT) is the entity which accesses the IUT 
from the higher layer interface to control and observe the IUT. The Lower Tester (LT) 
is the entity which accesses the IUT from the next lower layer interface. The Point of 
the Control and Observation (PCO) is the interfaces that accessing the IUT from the 
higher and lower. The Abstract Service Primitive (ASP) converted into a real command 
for the IUT by the UT and LT. The Test Coordination Procedure (TCP) controls the 
UTand LT, and it monitors the data received from both of them to compare the data 
with the reference data results specified by the standard bodies [12:290]. 
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Figure 2.6: The generic architecture of the test system (ISO 9646) [12:291] 
 
In addition to the definition of the test system architecture, ISO 9646 has specified 
various requirements and conditions for the conformance test [12:291]. This 
specification is essential for the quality of the conformance test. Some of those 
specifications are listed below: 
 
 The specification of the test has to be independent of the test object. The test 
method has to defined in abstraction method to determine whether the test object 
is single or there is multiple test object [12:291]. Also, it describes the server 
interfaces of the test object. The subdivision of the tests, into a single abstraction 
test divided into steps, is essential to conduct the conformance test. 
 
 The test cases shall be organised into groups; every group oriented according to 
the test object features. Depending on the test object, the test suit shall allow the 
choosing of the single test case [12:292]. 
 
 The selection of controlling process of the test object interfaces and the test method 
has to be done according to the technical conditions. 
 
 The test results have to be precise and reproducible. Test verdict has to be bound 
only to pass or fail criteria. 
 
Test systems verification and Validation 
The implementation of the test system should follow the requirement of the test as well 
as the requirements of the specification of the test object which specified for its 
environment [12:294]. These requirements specify the features and functions of the 
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test system. The checking of the functional correctness of the test system is the most 
important for robustness of the test system implementation, such as the conduction of 
the test case and the communication with the test object. 
 
Verification phase is responsible for checking the functional correctness of the test 
system. This phase must be formal and accurately planned, moreover well 
documented. The test system functions have to be tested separately. Especially 
checking of the decisions for the method of the automatic evaluation, as this decisions 
directly affect the test results [12:295]. The verification process proves that the test tool 
operates as expected. 
Furthermore, the test cases which executed on the test system also should 
operate correctly not only the test system. However, at this point, a new issue appeared 
which is checking whether the test system and the implementation of the test are 
appropriate together in the operation range or not. The validation method will use to 
check this issue, and the features such as the applicability, the value intrinsic [12:295]. 
When the test proves that it suited to accomplish the testing of the requirements 
of the test object, then the test is considered as validated. The trial and error process 
could check the applicability of the test case with test pattern to prove that if it suited 
to the validation process or not [12:296]. The validation process also should prove that 
some errors do not exist, such as the error which occurs in the test object and the 
tester could not detect it in the initial state. This process confirms the test object 
behaviour using the results of pass verdict [12:296]. 
2.2.2 Ixia’s test approach 
The Ixia’s test approach used to test the TCP/IP stack in the IT domain. This test 
approach was conducted using the test system IxANVL (Ixia Automated Network 
validation Library). The test system will be introduced first with its features, then 
introducing the upper tester used in the test approach. 
Throughout the product’s life cycle, it is necessary to verify the device design to 
enhance the product quality [15]. Does the protocol software within the device fulfil the 
specifications or not? How might a new development affect the existing code? All these 
questions have to be answered early. Also, the verification of the device design 
requires a speedy resolution to addressing early and not at the last-minute product, as 
this consider as costly and time-consuming [15]. 
Ixia has produced a test system which used to validate the protocol 
interoperability and compliance, with the ability to access the protocols utilities and 
libraries [10]. This tool called IxANVL, it has an enhanced GUI and the capabilities of 
conducting the test automation [15]. IxANVL has many advantages, such as the ability 
to emulate the multi-node network with the purpose of reducing the costs [9]. 
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Furthermore, it allows the verification of the device design during the product life cycle. 
Besides that, it has the ability to identifying the issues early which can prevent the cost 
problem. 
IxANVL’s test results allow determining the device’s protocol software which 
does not fulfil the specification [8]. Also, it allows to observe and monitors the device’s 
operation of handling the traffic from another network with non-complying components. 
Furthermore, it allows determining the impact of new development on the existing 
code[15]. Ixia has used the test architecture defined by ISO 9646 to implements its test 
environment. This test environment contains the test system (IxANVL), which includes 
the lower tester and the test cases of the TCP/IP protocols. The lower tester has 
simulated by IxANVL. The DUT has the upper tester and the IUT. IxANVL has utilised 
the Telnet as control protocol to trigger the service primitives on the IUT [9]. Therefore 
the DUT should have the Telnet server protocol to receive the request scripts which 
sent by the test system according to the test case specification. Figure 2.7 shows the 
test environment of IxANVL. 
 
 
Figure 2.7: Testing TCP/IP stack using Telnet [9] 
 
The IxANVL test suites have derived from the RFCs publication. This test suite used 
to test the protocols in IT domain [15]. For the automotive domain, Ixia has used the 
test specifications which defined by AUTOSAR and OPEN Alliance. The user should 
prepare some configurations before executing the test such as the configuration of the 
hostname of the DUT, the MAC and IP address of the DUT, and the name of the 
Ethernet interface of the IxANVL [10]. This configuration has to be appropriate to the 
test setup. Also, there are scripts that the user should write and load it into the 
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parameter files. This script will issue the request which sends to the DUT and received 
by its Telnet server, after that the Telnet will execute the request and issue the call for 
the requested service primitive [9]. 
For example, to test the UDP protocol, first and before running the test, the user 
should configure IxANVL, so that it can realise the DUT. Also, the DUT should include 
the upper tester application such as Telnet so that IxANVL can configure the DUT 
using the request scripts. After that, the user should write the scripts which related to 
the test case. The purpose of writing those scripts is to issues the call of the requested 
service primitives in the test case such as UDP_SEND, CREAT_AND_BIND. At this 
point, the user can execute the test case and observe the results. This approach has 
used by Ixia to test the TCP/IP stack in the IT domain. However using this approach 
has some issues, as this approach considered as a non-standard approach to test the 
TCP/IP stack. These issues will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
 
2.3 The testing of TCP/IP stack in Automotive domain 
This section will introduce the Automotive Ethernet standard organisations and the 
testing approach used to test the TCP/IP stack in the automotive domain. Also, it will 
present the specification of the Ethernet Testability Protocol and Service Primitives 
(Test Stub) which defined by AUTOSAR and used in testing the TCP/IP stack. 
Furthermore, it will introduce the IxANVL Test Stub which implemented and used by 
Ixia to test the Automotive Ethernet TCP/IP stack. 
2.3.1 Standard organisations and associations  
Modern cars today include various parts manufactured and designed by different 
companies around the world. Therefore car manufacturer has faced problems to make 
the component which provided from a different supplier compatible with each other. In 
response, the standards appeared, as it the only way to ensure that the components 
which supplied from different vendors will have the compatibility and interoperability 
characteristics [1:125]. The communication networks have benefited from this 
standard, as it aims to interconnect different component in the vehicle. 
This benefits appeared when the automotive networks have moved to the open 
standard. The moving from proprietary standards to the open standards introduced by 
the standards organisations and associations, allows the companies to access the 
essential information. Consequently, allows the company to make the component more 
interoperable with those components supplied by other companies [1:126]. The 
following standard organisations and associations have played a role to define the 
standards related to the Automotive Ethernet. 
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AUTOSAR 
AUTOSAR aims to enable the compatibility and interoperability of the ECU software 
component. At present, in every car, there are ECUs which run the software created 
by the ECUs manufacturer and the end customer [1:135]. The growing of the 
complexity and number of ECUs has made the automotive stakeholder to define and 
create a platform system which allows and enables multiple software vendors to create 
software components which have interoperability characteristic [1:136]. AUTOSAR has 
designed to allow the software supplied by different vendors to work together inside 
the same ECU. The primary objectives of AUTOSAR are listed below: 
 Create a standardisation of the ECU architecture and its layer, to increase the
reusability of the software components developed by the same software vendors in
different projects for multiple OEMs [30:82].
 Create a standardisation of the development methodology, to enable the different
number of OEMs and supplier to cooperate with each other in the software
development process for all ECUs of the system.
 Define the standardisation of the language called meta-model, which used to build
the model architecture of the ECUs, to facilitate the exchange of the architectural
models used in the development process between different modelling tools [30:82].
 Define a standardisation of the ECU middleware architecture and functionality, to
allows the engineers to concentrate on the implementation and design of the high-
level functionality of the vehicle [30:83].
AUTOSAR has defined the acceptance tests at the application level as well as the bus 
level to validate the behaviour of the AUTOSAR stack, with considering the 
communication bus as well as the application software component [31]. Consequently, 
the engineers can use AUTOSAR Acceptance Tests to validate the interoperability of 
different AUTOSAR stack in the same network. The AUTOSAR test cases cover the 
bus behaviour, bus protocols, RTE requirements and essential software services. 
AUTOSAR has defined the test specifications of the IPv4, UDP and TCP 
communication protocols at the standard acceptance tests [21] [22] [23]. Furthermore, 
it defined the specification of the Test Stub which used to test the TCP/IP protocols 
[6]. 
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Institute for Electronics and Electrical Engineers (IEEE) 
This institute is essential organisation for the engineers in the electrical and 
electronics fields, which includes the networking and computer forms [1:129]. 
IEEE has contributed and played a vital role in the technical field, including 
education, research, journal publication and holding the conference. Moreover, it has 
a division responsible for the standards work called the IEEE Association (IEEE-SA) 
[1:129]. There are many standards defined by IEEE; the following are some of 
the significant IEEE 802.1 standard used in the Automotive Ethernet [1:221]. 
 IEEE 802.1AS (Timing and synchronisation): defined a protocol that allows the
synchronisation between devices on the switched 802 LAN, as it required in the
time-sensitive applications in the bridged LAN, such as media playback. This
standard is part of the standards which used to implement the AVB in Automotive
Ethernet [1:222].
 IEEE 802.1D (MAC Bridges): It deals with various issues related to the bridging
network family of the IEEE 802, which allows the interconnection of the LANs at
layer two. This standard includes a general definition of the Spanning Tree
algorithm [1:221]. Furthermore, the method which describes the exchanging of the
control message bridging between devices. Also, it describes the bridge operation
in general.
 IEEE 802.1AX (Link Aggregation): Describes the method which can make the
aggregation between multiple point-to-point connections to create a single
equivalent link with higher capacity. For instance, the aggregation of two Gigabit
Ethernet links between a switch and computer can be theoretically 2 Gb/s which
makes a single virtual link with this capacity [1:222].
OPEN Alliance SIG 
OPEN Alliance is a non-profit organisation consisting of the electronic and automotive 
supplier and manufacturers. This organisation has aimed to encourage the adoption of 
the single-pair Ethernet network for the automotive application [1:133]. The OPEN 
Alliance initially founded by the Broadcom, Freescale, NXP and Harman. However, 
now it has more than 200 members from the automotive manufacturers and suppliers 
[1:134]. The increasing of the Automotive Ethernet application make this organisation 
overgrow. The following are the primary goal of the OPEN Alliance: 
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 Promote the utilisation of the 100 Mb/s Ethernet physical layer specification as a 
standard for the In-vehicle networking. This physical layer introduced by the 
Broadcom’s BroadR-Reach [7]. 
 
 Dealing and identify any issues related to the standardisation process associated 
with Automotive Ethernet. 
 
 Determine the requirements of the component interoperability using the BroadR-
Reach technology. Furthermore, it specifies the independent parties which perform 
the test to ensure the components compatibility [7]. 
 
 Promote to have a similar BroadR-Reach technology which formalised by a 
standard organisation such as the IEEE 802 project [1:133]. 
 
The TC8 members in OPEN Alliance have defined the specification of the Automotive 
Ethernet ECU Test. they aim to increase the quality of the communication of 
Automotive Ethernet network between ECUs. Therefore it defined the test process and 
supported the test houses to perform the Automotive Ethernet ECUs test [7]. 
2.3.2 TCP/IP AUTOSAR Acceptance Test 
Ixia utilises today the same approach which used in the IT domain to test the TCP/IP 
stack of the Automotive Ethernet. However, due to the purpose of increasing the quality 
and reducing the costs, AUTOSAR has defined a standardised specification for the 
protocol called Test Stub [6]. This protocol has defined to replace the proprietary 
approaches of all test tool vendor with a standardised approach. AUTOSAR has 
utilised the Test Stub to conduct acceptance test of the TCP/IP stack. The AUTOSAR 
Acceptance Test is considered as a system test which used at the level of the 
specification [21]. The acceptance test methodology has used the ISO 9646 test 
architecture to execute the test [16]. Figure 2.8 shows the test environment used by 
AUTOSAR to implement its acceptance test. This environment differs only in the 
location of the upper tester which located here inside the Test System, as AUTOSAR 
consider the acceptance test as a system test. 
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Figure 2.8: The test environment logic setup [6] 
 
The Test Stub has the purpose of triggering the service primitives which will imply 
observations on an IUT and is located inside the DUT [21]. The Test System sends the 
request message to the UT through the control channel [22]. The request message 
has the purpose of instructing the UT to trigger the service primitives [6]. The 
observations and actions take place at the top interface which is between the UT and 
IUT. The actions which implied by the Test Stub causes the IUT to communicate with 
LT. At the LT channel, the Test System can verify the behaviour of the IUT. The IUT 
adverse scenarios can be simulated by the Test System to validate the IUT robustness 
[6]. 
AUTOSAR has defined the Test Stub message format to facilitate the communication 
with the Test System and to make a standard format of this message which exchanges 
between the Test System and Test Stub so that it can overcome the non-standard test 
method issues. The message format based on the SOME/IP standard [6]. This 
message contains the following fields, the Service ID (SID), Service Primitive ID (PID), 
Group ID (GID), Result ID (RID), length and parameters (payload data). SID 
represented the testability service and considered as default ID (0x0105). GID 
identifies which service primitives group requested for the test such as ARP, DHCP or 
TCP. The PID identifies the Service Primitive itself. RID indicates to the return value 
obtained after issuing the requested service primitives [6]. The message Type ID (TID) 
is defining the type of the message, request, response or event. The event bit used 
and adjusted to logical high when the type of message is an event. The protocol and 
interface version have a constant value of 0x01 for each of them [21]. The parameter 
data represent the payload data which sent with the request message and used as 
input to trigger specific Service Primitives. Also, the parameter data may send within 
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the response message, and it depicts the return value resulted in calling the function 
which dedicated to calling the Service Primitive. 
As an example, let’s consider the Test System intends to communicate with Test Stub 
by sending the request message. First of all, the Test System set the SID which 
indicates to the testability service and then set the GID and PID of the requested 
Service Primitive and the length of the message. Second, it will add the protocol and 
interface version which consider as a constant value. Furthermore, it will set the TID 
which represents the request type of the message. Then it will set the RID to the default 
value, as the message will send from the Test System. Third, it will load the request 
parameter data according to the test case. 
For the Test Stub, it will receive the request message from the Test System, and it will 
perform the same procedure to form the response message. However, the RID will 
depend on the return value resulted after calling the Service Primitive. Besides that, 
the TID will represent the response message ID. 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
 Service ID 
E 
V 
B 
Group ID  Service Primitive ID  
Length 
Don’t care 
Protocol version Interface version Type ID Result ID 
Parameters (DAT) 
Table 2.1: Test Stub message format [6] 
 
The exchanging of the messages based on the request-response mechanism [6]. The 
response message sent after receiving the request immediately to indicate the success 
of the issuing the request. However, issuing the request does not mean the service 
primitives has performed successfully. The Service Primitive should offer the non-
blocking behaviour, which means that they do not perform any wait or event criteria in 
between the request and response [6] [3:50]. The Service Primitive switched to the 
active state When it called and might stay in the same state until a new condition occurs 
to change it or if their task finished. 
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Figure 2.9: UDP use case (receive and count) [6] 
 
Figure 2.9 describes the UDP use case (receive and count) with the mechanism used 
to exchange the messages. The Test System starts the test by sending the request 
message which contains PID of the START_TEST. This message will notify the Upper 
Tester that the Test System need to execute a new test, therefore, be ready for the 
incoming request. After that, the Upper Tester sends a response message to indicate 
that it ready for the test. Test System instructs the Upper Tester to create a socket and 
bind it to a specific port and IP address. After creating a socket, the Upper Tester send 
a response message with RID (E_OK). 
The Test System requests the Upper Tester to receive the data and not forward 
it, then the Upper Tester responses with the message which contains a drop count of 
zero which means that the socket does not receive any data before the request [6]. 
The Lower Tester transmits a specific number of bytes to the IUT, then the data will be 
dropped, but the Upper Tester will count it. The count number of the bytes will be 
forwarded to the test system by the Upper Tester. In the end, the Test System will 
request the Upper Tester to end the test and to switch the Service Primitive to the 
inactive state. 
AUTOSAR specification has defined and supported the service primitives which is 
related to the TCP, UDP, GENERAL service groups [6]. Furthermore, it supported 
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other extension service primitives which is relevant to the ICMP, IP and DHCP. 
However, these service primitives may not cover all the service used to conduct the 
other test specification such as OPEN Alliance. The Test Stub has defined to conduct 
the AUTOSAR test cases for the protocols such as TCP, UDP and IP [21] [22] [23]. 
Therefore the Test Stub may only limit to conduct the test specification of the 
AUTOSAR. As a result, this features is the key to the disadvantage of the Test Stub 
which will make it non-future-proof application. 
2.3.3 IxANVL Test Stub 
After the definition of the Test Stub specification, Ixia starts to implement the IxANVL 
Test Stub according to the specifications provided by AUTOSAR. The implementation 
of the IxANVL Test Stub has followed a standard approach to conducting the test of 
the TCP/IP Stack using the request message defined by AUTOSAR instead of using 
the request scripts which provided by the Telnet protocol [8]. However, the 
implementation of the IxANVL Test Stub only covered the TCP, UDP and IP protocols 
which may lead to some issues if the IxANVL Test Stub used to conduct the OPEN 
Alliance test for the protocols such as ARP and DHCP. 
Ixia offers the test of the TCP, UDP and IP protocols using the IxANVL Test Stub. 
This test requires running the IxANVL Test Stub on the DUT to control the IUT from 
the socket layer [10]. IxANVL Test Stub remotely controlled by the IxANVL test system 
through the control channel which could use the UDP or TCP protocol to send the 
request messages [8] [9] [10]. The user must compile first the source code of the 
IxANVL Test Stub on the DUT operating system. Also, Ixia offers the IxANVL Test Stub 
for the DUT with the non-operating system [9]. At present, the Test Stub approach is 
under the development, as it not supported by all the test suites such as ARP and 
DHCP. Consequently, using the Test Stub to conduct all test suites will not be possible 
at present. 
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3 State of Art 
This chapter introduces the related work which is done previously. First introducing the 
Pilot project which aims to demonstrate how the standardisation makes the Automotive 
Ethernet ECU test more efficient [28]. This project shows the gaps in the test cases 
coverage of the TCP/IP stack protocols in AUTOSAR and OPEN Alliance test 
specifications. The purpose of checking the coverage of TCP/IP protocols is to find the 
missing protocols which are not covered by the test specification. Second, it presents 
the outcome of this project which will be the starting phase of the presented thesis. 
The outcome which will be obtained from this chapter is stating the work which is done 
in the Pilot project. Also knowing the initial results of this project which the presented 
thesis will start the work from it. 
3.1 Pilot project overview 
The Pilot project is the three-party project established by three companies with the goal 
to improve the Automotive Ethernet testing. The three companies were C&S group 
(Test House), Ixia (Network Test Products) and Elektrobit (ECU Software). This project 
aims to the achieve the following goals [28]: 
 
 demonstrate the efficiency of the standardized Automotive Ethernet ECU test, 
 
 Work with the test specifications latest draft which provided by the standardisation 
bodies, 
 
 Include and cover OEM acceptance tests as much as possible, 
 
 Promote the improve test case standardisation, test process and provide test 
results. 
 
The mentioned companies have contributed with the key competencies which the Pilot 
project required to achieve its goal. These key competencies are listed below: 
 
 An Automotive Ethernet stack has required conducting the test, this stack provided 
by Elektrobit, 
 
 Test tool such as IxANVL has required with high coverage of the test suites, this 
test tool has provided by the Ixia, 
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 Required a Test House such as C&S group to run the test cases. 
 
The pilot project has checked the TCP/IP protocols coverage which led to discovering 
the missing protocols in AUTOSAR test specifications when compare it with OPEN 
Alliance test specification. The AUTOSAR Acceptance Test provides test 
specifications of TCP, UDP and IPV4 only [21] [22] [23]. The following table gives an 
overview of protocols which covered by OPEN Alliance and not covered by AUTOSAR 
test specifications. 
 
Scope AUTOSAR OPEN Alliance 
TCP covered covered 
UDP covered covered 
IPv4 covered covered 
IPv4 Autoconfig not covered covered 
ICMPv4 not covered covered 
DHCPv4 Client not covered covered 
DHCPv4 Server not covered covered 
ARP not covered covered 
Table 3.1: The coverage of TCP/IP stack protocols in the test specification [28] 
 
The limitation of the AUTOSAR test specifications has affected on the Test Stub, as 
the AUTOSAR defined the Test Stub for testing TCP, UDP and IPv4 protocols. Test 
Stub still has missing service primitives, even though AUTOSAR modified the Test 
Stub specification by adding some services primitives with essential functions to make 
it futureproof. Thus, Test Stub defined by AUTOSAR will not be compatible specifically 
to conduct the OPEN Alliance test cases for ARP and DHCPv4 (client and server). 
 
The reason which makes the Test Stub not compatible to conduct the OPEN Alliance 
test for ARP and DHCPv4 (client and server) protocols is that the standard extension 
of the service primitives did not cover all the necessary service primitives as follow: 
 
 First, for ARP, did not support any ARP service primitives. 
 
 Second, for DHCPv4 Client, did not cover all the necessary service primitives. 
 
 Third, for DHCPv4 server, did not cover all the necessary service primitives. 
 
Consequently, the checking of the ARP and DHCPv4 (client) test cases of the OPEN 
Alliance test specifications is essential to find the missing service primitives of those 
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protocols. After that, the implementation of the missing service primitives will be 
possible to improve the Test Stub functionality. The presented thesis work has aimed 
to discover and implement the missing service primitives. 
 
After checking the coverage of TCP/IP protocols in the test specifications of AUTOSAR 
and OPEN Alliance, the Pilot project has checked the test cases coverage. The 
following table describes the total test cases number of the TCP/IP protocols in test 
specification of the AUTOSAR and OPEN Alliance. It shows that the OPEN Alliance 
test cases have more coverage than AUTOSAR. As the service primitives defined in 
the specification of the Test Stub did not cover the ARP and DHCPv4 test cases 
consequently, potential issues will arise when using Test Stub to conduct OPEN 
Alliance TCP/IP test cases. 
 
 
Scope 
Total number of test cases 
AUTOSAR OPEN Alliance 
TCP 46 265 
UDP 51 54 
IPv4 29 53 
IPv4 Autoconfig not covered 56 
ICMPv4 not covered 22 
DHCPv4  not covered 164 
ARP not covered 49 
Table 3.2: The coverage of TCP/IP protocols test cases in test specification [28] 
 
The test case execution has performed in the Pilot project on the draft of the following 
test specifications. The first draft was the AUTOSAR Acceptance Test specification of 
the TCP, UDP and IP communication protocols. The second draft was the OPEN 
Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test specifications. The C&S group has executed 
the test cases of the test specifications on the Elektrobit TCP/IP stack using the test 
tool provided by the Ixia. The total test cases which were executed is 560 test cases 
[28]. 
 
The standardised test cases must have accurate test steps, pass/fail criteria and 
reference to a standard. These test cases are driven from the existing IT domain work. 
Also, it should be reviewed by multiple companies to provide higher quality. 
Furthermore, it allows reducing the OEM specific test cases. The Test Stub has used 
to conduct this test cases. However, The Test Stub is limited to the usage of the 
AUTOSAR test cases. Therefore, the presented thesis work will use the Test Stub after 
identifying and implementing the missing service primitives. 
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3.2 Project outcome 
The results appeared after checking and execution of the standardised test cases are 
listed below [28]: 
 
 The identification of the test specifications gaps. 
 
 Further test case categories required: 
 Only subset of test cases usable for a particular ECUs. 
 The investigation of the failed test results has to be performed, even though this 
results not related for the ECU. 
 The selection of the test cases has to be performed by the OEMs/Tier1s. This 
selection based on their project requirements. 
 
 Achieving a wide range coverage of the test standardisation: 
 The standardisation of the protocols conformance tests is applicable. 
 There is a small number of the test cases which is OEM specific configuration. 
 Also, the robustness test cases could be adapted to be standard test cases. 
 
There are others results related to the standardised Test Stub which used to test the 
Automotive Ethernet TCP/IP. This result which will help to solve the research questions 
are listed below [28]: 
 
 The Test Stub functionality. 
 The AUTOSAR TCP and UDP test cases execution needed 10 service 
primitives to execute. 
 Further extensions of the service primitives required to execute the OPEN 
Alliance test cases. The identification of the missing service primitives not yet 
specified and this is the main goal of the presented thesis. 
 
 The device under the test has to include the Test Stub 
 The existing of the Test Stub should be at least until the start of the production 
or maybe longer. 
 The Test Stub defined by AUTOSAR has implemented and achieved low 
memory footprint. 
 There is a discussion about security issues of the Test Stub. This issues 
represented in keeping the Test Stub after the production phase which may lead 
to hacking and control the car. However, the security issues not considered here 
in the presented thesis as it required more additional work. 
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4 The Approach 
The research question which introduced previously required a well-organised research 
method to solve the problem. One of those methods is the experimental method. This 
method will provide a proper solution supported by evidence to solve the problem. 
Furthermore, it will support the arguments using the evidence to prove that the 
proposed approach gives a better solution than the existing one to overcome the issues 
resulted from it. This chapter will introduce the approach which proposed to solve the 
research question. Furthermore, it will present the arguments which will support the 
proposed approach when compare it with the existing approaches. The outcome which 
will be obtained from this chapter is knowing the overall phases of the proposed 
approach. In addition to that knowing the issues and gaps which discovered in the 
existing approaches, and how the proposed approach will overcome these issues. 
4.1 Description 
This section will illustrate and introduce the approach used to solve the research 
question. The proposed approach based on the experimental method which will use 
the observation and evidence. This approach has many phases; the first phase is the 
definition of the hypothesis after releasing the research challenge [26]. The second 
phase is the prediction of the outcome using the defined hypothesis. The third phase 
is the testing of the hypothesis by executing the experiments [27:195]. The last phase 
is the analysing of the outcome resulted from the experiments and writing the 
observation statement [26]. Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the approach used to 
solve the research question. 
Figure 4.1: Approach overview [26] 
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This approach aims to evaluate the Test Stub defined by AUTOSAR when using it to 
conduct the OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test. Furthermore, it aims to 
overcome the potential issues and gaps by performing the development of the Test 
Stub. 
 
4.1.1 Hypothesis definition and outcome prediction 
The hypothesis definition is the first phase of the approach implementation. The 
challenge of the research is the evaluation of Test Stub in the context of using it for 
conducting OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test. The potential issues and 
gaps may appear when using the Test Stub for conducting the OPEN Alliance 
Automotive Ethernet ECU Test, as the Test Stub initially defined by AUTOSAR to 
conduct TCP/IP AUTOSAR Acceptance Test. After checking the AUTOSAR 
Acceptance Test specification, the service primitives which may be used for testing the 
ARP did not exist. Also, there are some missing service primitives in DHCP client. 
Therefore the Test Stub defined by AUTOSAR would be used to conduct the test of 
UDP, TCP, IP and ICMP in the OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test, but it 
would not be used to conduct the ARP and DHCP client test cases, and this is the first 
hypothesis which defined in the approach. Furthermore, the Test Stub may be used to 
conduct the ARP and DHCP client test cases but after the implementation and 
development of the ARP and DHCP client service primitives and this is the second 
hypothesis defined here. 
The outcome prediction based on the hypothesis defined previously [26]. The 
first expected outcome is to discover the gaps and issue after the implementation of 
the Test Stub and conducting the OPEN Alliance test cases. Furthermore, the 
implementation of ARP and DHCP client service primitives will allow using the Test 
Stub to conduct the ARP and DHCP client test cases defined in OPEN Alliance. 
4.1.2 The testing of hypothesis 
The testing of the hypothesis based on executing the experiment. The experiment 
method will use the test cases defined by the standardisation bodies in the automotive 
industry to test the hypothesis. Test cases have been defined in OPEN Alliance 
Automotive Ethernet ECU Test specification [7]. Consequently, the outcome resulted 
from the experiment can be evaluated according to trusted references. 
There are prerequisites procedures for executing the test cases. The first 
procedure is the static analysis of the test cases (OPEN Alliance) which will help to 
discover the missing service primitives of the Test Stub (AUTOSAR). Furthermore, it 
will help to find how many times the Test Stub used and required in the test cases. The 
second procedure is the realising and implementing the test environment which will 
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use the Test Stub when conducting the test cases. The third procedure is essential as 
it implements the Test Stub itself so that it can be used to execute the OPEN Alliance 
test cases. 
 
The performing of the prerequisites procedures will permit to conduct the OPEN 
Alliance test cases to test the defined hypothesis. The first test case which will be 
conducted is the UDP test case using the IxANVL test system. The conduction of the 
UDP test case will help to discover how the IxANVL can communicate with the 
developed Test Stub and what is the observations emerged after executing the test 
case. The second and third test cases will be the ARP and DHCP client. The outcome 
of these test cases will allow evaluating the functionality of the developed Test Stub 
after implementing the missing Service Primitives. 
4.1.3 Analysing the outcome 
The outcome resulted from the execution of the test cases has observations and 
characteristics which will help to evaluate the proposed approach. The setup of the 
test environment has relied on the conformance test methodology which used to test 
the communication protocols. Therefore the Point of Control and Observation (PCO) 
within the test environment should be monitored, as the researcher can observe and 
control the test event at this point [11]. 
 
The structure of the test environment which used to conduct the test cases has two 
main PCOs. The first PCO located at the control channel between the Test Stub and 
the test system. The other PCO located at the lower tester channel between the IUT 
and lower tester. The observation statement started after the conduction of the test 
cases and based on monitoring the PCOs. The researcher writes down the 
observations appeared at the control channel. These observations will help to find out 
how the Test Stub communicated with the test system and did it communicate with the 
test system correctly or there are issues. The control channel observation depends on 
the analysing of the request and response messages exchanged between the Test 
Stub and test system. 
 
The gathering of the observations at the control channel not enough to evaluate the 
Test Stub functionality. Therefore the analysing of the output message contents of IUT 
is necessary (after triggering the service primitives) due to the following reason. First 
reason, to support the observations appeared at the control channel. The second 
reason, to check if the IUT has passed the test case successfully or not. The analysis 
of the request and response messages structure depends on the Test Stub 
specification defined in the AUTOSAR. However, the evaluation of the Test Stub is 
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based on the OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test specification. After 
finishing the observation, the actual functionality of the Test Stub during the 
experiments will be compared to the desired functionality defined in the OPEN Alliance 
test case. The desired functionality represented in triggering the requested service 
primitives and responding to the test system according to the test cases. 
4.2 Arguments 
This section will introduce the issues and gaps in the existing approach which 
implementing the existing Test Stub. Furthermore, it presents how the proposed 
approach will overcome the gaps introduced in the existing approach by performing 
the evaluation and development of the Test Stub. 
4.2.1 The existing approach and its issues 
Initially, the test tool vendors have used a proprietary approach to test the 
TCP/IP Stack. For example, Ixia started to implement a proprietary approach to test 
the TCP/IP stack after producing the test system IxANVL, and it used the Telnet as an 
upper tester [10]. This approach adapted to fit the specification of the Automotive 
Ethernet to use it for testing TCP/IP stack [8] [9]. However, if each test tool vendors 
follow an own approach to test TCP/IP stack, then it needs to develop test suites for 
each OEM Differently. Consequently, new issues arise, this issue represented in the 
less efficient test with less cost-effective, as it did not follow a standardised test 
approach. 
As a result, the standardised bodies such as AUTOSAR has provided a 
standardised test approach to test the TCP/IP stack. The usage of the standardised 
test approach has many benefits. This benefits represented in a higher efficient test of 
the Automotive Ethernet TCP/IP stack with cost-effective, as this approach enables 
the high reuse of the existing IT test specification, Thus increase the quality and 
decrease the cost. 
On the other hand, standardised test approach has many advantages for the 
automotive stakeholders. For example, the OEMs will perform less work to create the 
test specifications. Also, the software supplier will implement a generic Test Stub only 
one time to test the TCP/IP stack [28]. Furthermore, the Test Houses can apply one 
specification to different OEMs and Tier1s. 
 
AUTOSAR has defined the Acceptance Test specification to test the TCP/IP stack, and 
it built the test environment according to the ISO 9646. This environment required an 
upper tester to use it for conducting the TCP/IP test. As a result, standardised control 
protocol (Test Stub) has defined and introduced by the AUTOSAR with the purpose of 
increasing the quality and reducing the costs. Furthermore, it proposed to replace the 
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proprietary approaches of all test tool vendor with a standardised approach to use it 
for conducting the TCP/IP AUTOSAR Acceptance Test. 
 
However, the Test Stub has shortcoming depicted in the inability of supporting all the 
protocols in the TCP/IP test, as it used initially by AUTOSAR for testing the TCP, UDP 
and IP. Therefore if the OPEN Alliance attempt to use the Test Stub to conduct its 
Automotive Ethernet ECU Test, potential gaps will arise, as OPEN Alliance support a 
wide range of the TCP/IP protocols in its specification which AUTOSAR did not support 
it. 
4.2.2 The proposed approach and its solution 
The implementation of the Test Stub has introduced by Ixia after defining it by 
AUTOSAR. However, the implementation of the Test Stub did not cover all the service 
primitives to test the ARP and DHCP protocols. Those gaps which may be discovered 
is the main shortcoming in the Test Stub defined by AUTOSAR. Consequently, the 
proposed approach will be used to overcome this problem. 
This approach aims to evaluate the Test Stub, and to overcomes the shortcomings 
which may appear after the evaluation of the Test Stub. The first phase is to evaluate 
the Test Stub defined by AUTOSAR. The second phase is to implement the missing 
service primitives which will give the future-proof characteristic to the Test Stub. As a 
result, the proposed approach will implement a better solution to overcome the issues 
introduced by the existing approach. The problem of the existing approach and the 
solution of the proposed approach are listed below. 
 
 The problem ( The existing approach): 
 
 The Test Stub defined by AUTOSAR did not cover the ARP and DHCP 
Service Primitives, this issue will make it partially incompatible to conduct the 
OPEN Alliance TCP/IP test cases. 
 
 The solution ( The proposed approach): 
 
 The proposed approach designed to discover the missing Service Primitives. 
Furthermore, it will implement them so that the Test Stub can be used to 
conduct the OPEN Alliance TCP/IP test cases. 
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5 Gaps Identification 
Test Stub is required to test an automotive TCP/IP protocols on ECU level. It has 
defined by AUTOSAR for executing AUTOSAR Acceptance Test [6]. Therefore 
potential gaps and issues might arise when using it for conducting OPEN Alliance 
Automotive Ethernet ECU Test. This chapter will introduce the method which followed 
to find the missing service primitives of the missing protocols. The outcome which will 
be obtained from this chapter is identifying the missing service primitives so that it can 
be implemented in an exemplary way to improve the futureproof characteristic of the 
Test Stub. 
5.1 The missing service primitives of ARP 
The missing service primitives with essential functionality discovered by analysing test 
procedures. This section will introduce the method which was followed to find all the 
actions and configurations needed for DUT. As the ARP and DHCP service primitives 
are missing, therefore the focus will be on analysing the test procedures of those 
protocols. Test system causes DUT to execute a different request for triggering specific 
actions or observation on IUT. Therefore the searching in the test procedures will focus 
on the request which sends by the test system and should be executed by the DUT in 
the test procedures. 
 
The ARP protocol has 49 test cases in the OPEN Alliance test specifications [7]. The 
following method was used to find the missing service primitives: 
 
 Searching for a request which sent by the test system and should be executed by 
the DUT for triggering actions on IUT. Every request cause DUT to execute different 
service primitives with different essential functionality. 
 
 Comparing the discovered service primitives with existing one in Test Stub protocol 
specifications to verify if the new service primitives already exist or not. 
 
 Determine the required parameter for the discovered service primitive which 
includes the request and response parameters defined by the test case. 
 
The analysis of the test case ARP_02 procedures will show how the previous method 
used to find the missing service primitives. OPEN Alliance provides this test case which 
aims to check if the DUT can add a static entry and use it to send ICMP echo request 
message [7]. The test procedures of this test case are listed below. 
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Test Procedures: 
1. DUT CONFIGURE: configure DUT to clear the dynamic entries in the ARP cache 
 
 Containing the IP address of the simulated host 
 
2. DUT CONFIGURE: configure DUT to add a static entry in its ARP cache, the entry 
should contain 
 
 IP address of the simulated host 
 The first unused Ethernet source address which the test system use it to 
emulate the topologies 
 
3. DUT CONFIGURE: configure DUT to send an ICMP Echo Request Message from 
DUT with 
 
 Source IP address set to the DUT interface connected to the host 
 Destination IP address set to simulated host 
 
4. TEST SYSTEM: the simulated host listens up to a specific time on DUT interface 
 
5. DUT: sends ICMP Echo Request 
 
 Destination IP address set to host 
 The first unused Ethernet destination address  
 
6. CLEANUP: configure DUT to delete the static entry in its ARP cache with 
 
 IP Address of the host 
 The first unused Ethernet source address 
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Figure 5.1: Add static ARP entry 
1. The Test System sends a request message to DUT to clear the ARP dynamic 
entries which contain the IP address of the host. This request message intends to 
trigger action on IUT. Therefore the first service primitives found here is clearing 
the dynamic entries. As the discovered service primitive here didn’t exist in Test 
Stub specification, consequently it will add to the new group of the service 
primitives, and the required parameters for it, illustrated in Table 5.1. 
 
Service 
Primitive 
CLEAR_DYN_ARP_ENTRIES 
Group ARP 
PID 0x05 
Definition Clear all dynamic ARP entries for the specific network interface 
Results  E_OK 
Request Parameters 
Name Type {Range} Group Description 
Device 
name 
Uint8 {0-65535} ARP The device name of the network 
interface(e.g. Eth0 ) 
Table 5.1: Remove the dynamic ARP entries [29] 
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2. After clearing the dynamic entries, the Test System sends another request 
message to add a static entry contains the IP address of the host and Ethernet 
MAC address. As the previous request message intends to trigger actions on IUT, 
consequently the second service primitive will be adding an ARP static entry. Table 
5.2 illustrates it with the required parameters which will be the static entry; it 
consists of the static IP and MAC address. 
 
Service 
Primitive 
ADD_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY 
Group ARP 
PID 0x01 
Definition Add a static entry contains IP and MAC address to the ARP cache 
Results  E_OK, E_NUA, E_UAE 
Request Parameters 
Name Type {Range} Group Description 
Address Uint8 {6} ARP The static IP address to be added  
MAC address Uint8 {6} ARP The hardware address  
Table 5.2: Add static ARP entry [29] 
 
3. The Test System sends a request message to configure DUT to send ICMP echo 
request contacting the IP address of the DUT and the destination address of the 
Test System. The ICMP echo request is the third service primitives discovered here 
in the test procedure. However, this service primitive already added by AUTOSAR. 
Therefore it will not be considered as a new. 
 
4. The Test System will configure the host (Lower Tester) to listen to the DUT interface 
and expect to receive the ICMP echo request as it triggered in the previous step. 
 
5. If the DUT configured correctly, it would send the ICMP echo request with the 
destination IP address of the host and with the MAC address added to this IP in the 
static entry. 
 
6. The Test System will send a request message to DUT to remove the static entry 
added recently. Consequently, the fourth service primitives here will be removing 
the static entry which added recently. The test case will pass when the Test system 
verify that the DUT sent the ICMP echo request with the destination IP address of 
the host and with the MAC address which added previously. 
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Service 
Primitive 
REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY 
Group ARP 
PID 0x02 
Definition Remove the static ARP entry from the ARP entry cache 
Results  E_OK, E_ENF, E_ENS 
Request Parameters 
Name Type {Range} Group Description 
Address Uint8 {6} ARP The static IP address to be removed  
Table 5.3: Remove a static ARP entry [29] 
 
The following service primitives also discovered after checking and analysis all ARP 
test cases. Therefore it will add to the new service primitives discovered in the ARP 
test cases. Table 5.4 describes the service primitive SET_ARP_TIMEOUT which used 
to set the ARP dynamic cache timeout. The request parameter is the device name and 
the dynamic ARP cache timeout of the network interface. 
 
Service 
Primitive 
SET_ARP_TIMEOUT 
Group ARP 
PID 0x03 
Definition Set ARP dynamic cache timeout in seconds 
Results  E_OK 
Request Parameters 
Name Type {Range} Group Description 
Device 
name 
Uint8 {0-65535} ARP The device name of the network 
interface(e.g. Eth0 ) 
Cache 
timeout 
Uint32 ARP The dynamic ARP cache timeout in seconds 
Table 5.4: Set the dynamic ARP cache timeout [29] 
 
Table 5.5 describes the service primitive CLEAR_ARP_TIMEOUT which used to clear 
the ARP dynamic cache timeout. The request parameter is the device name of the 
network interface. 
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Service 
Primitive 
CLEAR_ARP_TIMEOUT 
GID ARP 
PID 0x03 
Definition Clear the ARP dynamic cache timeout which adjusted previously  
Results  E_OK 
Request Parameters 
Name Type {Range} Group Description 
Device 
name 
Uint8 {0-65535} ARP The device name of the network interface(e.g. 
Eth0 ) 
Table 5.5: Clear the dynamic ARP cache timeout [29] 
5.2 The missing service primitives of DHCP client 
The analysis method of the DHCP test cases will be the same as the method used for 
ARP test cases. The analysis of the following test procedures will illustrate how the 
previous method used to find the missing service primitives in the DHCP test cases. 
The test procedures of the test case DHCPv4_CLIENT _REUSING are listed below 
[7]. 
Test Procedures: 
 
1. DUT CONFIGURE: configure DHCP client on DUT interface 
 
2. TEST SYSTEM: externally cause DUT to bring up DUT interface  
 
3. TEST SYSTEM: the simulated DHCP server cause DUT to transit to state 
DHCPCLIENT_STATE_BOUND 
 
4. DUT: transit to state DHCPCLIENT_STATE_BOUND 
 
5. TEST SYSTEM: wait for DUT till parameter process time to be stable in the BOUND 
state 
 
6. DUT CONFIGURE: cause DUT to renew DUT interface 
 
7. TEST SYSTEM: the simulated DHCP server listens up to parameter listen time on 
DUT interface. 
 
8. DUT: sends DHCP_REQUEST message 
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Figure 5.2: Reusing the network address 
 
Figure 5.2 shows the sequence diagram of the test case 
DHCPv4_CLIENT_REUSING. This diagram shows the exchange of the messages 
between the Test System, DUT and the DHCP server. The DHCP server simulated by 
the Test System. This test case aims to check the ability of the DUT to reuse the 
network address after allocating it. 
 
1. The Test System sends a request message to DUT to initialise the DHCP client, 
after that the DUT processes it using Test Stub. The previous request message 
intends to trigger action on IUT. Consequently, the first service primitives 
discovered here is an initiation of the DHCP client which already exists in Test Stub 
specification defined by AUTOSAR. 
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2. The Test System sends a request message to DUT to bring up the interface of the 
DUT. As it also intends to trigger action on IUT. Consequently, the second service 
primitive is the bringing up the interface, and it also exists in Test Stub specification. 
 
3. The Test System will create DHCP server simulation, and it will be treated as a 
lower tester. DUT will send the DHCP_DISCOVER to the DHCP server which will 
send back a DHCP_OFFER. The DUT send DHCP_REQUEST after receiving the 
DHCP_OFFER. DHCP server sends the DHCP_ACK to confirm that the client can 
have the lease offered recently. DHCP server cause DUT to transit to 
DHCPCLIENT_STATE_BOUND after receiving the DHCP_ACK and checking that 
the IP address is free. 
 
4. DUT transit to DHCPCLIENT_STATE_BOUND. 
 
5. The Test System will wait until the process time to make sure that the DUT is stable 
in the BOUND state. 
 
6. The Test System sends a request message to renew the IP address of the network 
interface used by the DUT. For that reason, the third service primitive identified is 
renewing the IP address. As the discovered service primitive here didn’t exist in 
Test Stub specification, consequently it will add to the new service primitives. 
 
Table 5.6 illustrates the service primitive RENEW_ADDRESS. The purpose of it is to 
renew the IP address of the DUT network interface. The request parameter is the 
device name of the network interface. 
 
Service 
Primitive 
RENEW_ADDRESS 
GID DHCP 
PID 0x05 
Definition Renew the IP address of the given network interface  
Results  E_OK 
Request Parameters 
Name Type {Range} Group Description 
Device 
name 
Uint8 {0-65535} ARP The device name of the network interface(e.g. 
Eth0 ) 
Table 5.6: Renew the IP address [29] 
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7. DHCP server listens up to parameter listen time on the network interface of the 
DUT 
8. DUT sends DHCP_REQUEST message to DHCP server. The test case will pass 
when the Test System verifies that the DUT transited to 
DHCPCLIENT_STATE_BOUND state and sent the DHCP_REQUEST message. 
 
By conducting the same checking method for all other test cases, the outcome which 
will be obtained is the discovering of the other missing service primitives. The following 
tables describe the remaining service primitives discovered in DHCP client test cases.  
Table 5.7 describes the service primitive RELEASE_ADDRESS. It used to cause the 
interface network of DUT to release its IP address. As a result, DUT should receive the 
request parameter which is the device name of the network interface to process the 
service. 
 
Service 
Primitive 
RELEASE_ADDRESS 
GID DHCP 
PID 0x04 
Definition Release the IP address of the given network interface  
Results  E_OK 
Request Parameters 
Name Type {Range} Group Description 
Device 
name 
Uint8 {0-65535} ARP The device name of the network interface(e.g. 
Eth0 ) 
Table 5.7: Release address [29] 
 
Table 5.8 illustrates the service primitive SEND_DHCP_INFORM which cause the 
DHCP client to send the DHCP_INFORM message. 
Service 
Primitive 
SEND_DHCP_INFORM 
GID DHCP 
PID 0x03 
Definition Sending DHCP_INFORM message using the DHCP client  
Results  E_OK 
Request Parameters 
Name Type {Range} Group Description 
Device 
name 
Uint8 {0-65535} ARP The device name of the network interface(e.g. 
Eth0 ) 
Table 5.8: Send DHCP Inform message [29] 
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6 Test Stub Implementation 
The gaps identified in chapter 5 between AUTOSAR, and OPEN Alliance will cause 
issues when conducting the OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test for TCP/IP 
stack. However, discovering the gaps by checking and reviewing the test specification 
not experimentally enough. Therefore the implementation and development of the Test 
Stub are necessary so that it can be used to conduct the OPEN Alliance TCP/IP test 
cases. This chapter will introduce the test environment which the Test Stub belongs to 
it. Moreover, it presents the implementation of the Test Stub including the design model 
and the overview of the main operations. Thus, the outcome which will be obtained 
from this chapter is knowing the implementation of Test Stub and how it will operate 
during the conduction of the test cases. 
6.1 Realization of the test environment 
The objective of OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test specification is to 
confirm that the ECU will fulfil the requirements of the Automotive Ethernet device [7]. 
Therefore, the setup of the test environment will be according to conformance test 
methodology (ISO/IEC 9646). 
The Automotive Ethernet TCP/IP stack is the implementation which intended to be 
tested, therefore selecting TCP/IP open source implementation is an essential phase 
of building the test environment prototype. The conduction of the OPEN Alliance 
TCP/IP test cases requires implementing Test Stub to process the request which sent 
by the Test System and to trigger the service primitives. The test environment consists 
of: 
 
 The Test System (IxANVL) contains: 
 Test Suites, 
 Lower Tester: which simulated by IxANVL. 
 
 Device Under Test (DUT) contains: 
 Test Stub (Upper Tester), 
 IUT (lwIP: open source TCP/IP stack). 
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(Upper Tester)
TCP/IP stack
(lwIP)
Test System
IxANVL Test 
Suites
DUT
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(Simulated by 
IxANVL)
Ethernet BUS
UC
LC
CC
Figure 6.1: OPEN Alliance test environment [7] 
Figure 6.1 shows the test environment used to conduct the OPEN Alliance TCP/IP test 
cases. IxANVL communicates with DUT through the Control Channel (CC) and Lower 
Tester Channel (LC). The DUT receives from IxANVL the external request message 
which intends to trigger actions on IUT through the control channel [8]. Test system 
should form the request message to be compatible with Test Stub message structure 
so that the Test Stub can recognise it. The main functionality of the Test Stub is to 
process the request message and then trigger the service primitives which implies  
action on IUT. 
The IxANVL simulates the Lower Tester, for instance, IxANVL can make a 
simulation of the DHCP server when conducting the DHCP client test, from that it can 
verify the behaviour of the IUT [8]. Test Stub communicate with lwIP stack through the 
Upper tester Channel (UC). Therefore the action and observation are exercised  
through the upper interface. The physical interface between PC(that IxANVL is running 
on it) and the DUT is 100 Base-T1 [15]. 
The main difference between the test environment in OPEN Alliance and 
AUTOSAR is that the Upper Tester on the test environment of AUTOSAR has 
belonged to the Test System, as the AUTOSAR Acceptance Test considered as a 
system test. AUTOSAR simulates the ECUs which is under the test. On the other hand, 
the OPEN Alliance is an acceptance test for real ECUs on ECU level, and it set up the 
Upper Tester inside the DUT and not within the Test System. Other differences 
are apparent in the Test Suits coverage which the AUTOSAR offered it.  
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These Test Suits has less coverage of the protocols when comparing it with the 
OPEN Alliance Test Suits. 
6.1.1 Device Under Test 
Figure 6.2: STM32F429 Nucleo-144 [24] 
The development board Nucleo-144 with STM32F429 microcontroller has chosen to 
be the DUT in the test environment, due to its feature which allows the implementation 
of the Test Stub on top of lwIP TCP/IP stack. The following criteria contributed to the 
selection of the development board Nucleo-144 [24]: 
 STM32F429ZI MCU support 10/100 Ethernet MAC with dedicated DMA,
 Board support Ethernet RJ45 connectors; easily connect to the PC that IxANVL is
running on,
 cost-effective,
 STM32F429ZI MCU is compatible with lwIP TCP/IP stack. Therefore it will help in
the development of the Test Stub on top of it,
 Onboard debugger/programmer is helping in developing the Test Stub [25].
6.1.2 lwIP and Test Stub 
The lwIP is an open source TCP/IP stack developed by Adam Dunkels to be suitable 
for embedded systems [5]. The following points describe the reasons for chose the 
lwIP among the other open resource TCP/IP stacks to be the implementation under 
test in the test environment: 
 it has the full scale of TCP/IP stack protocols especially ARP and DHCP protocols,
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 Also, widely used by the manufacturers of the embedded systems and used in the
Automotive Ethernet applications,
 Support with comprehensive documentation and large development community,
 Compatible with a range of microcontrollers specially STM32F MCU which offer
many demo applications [24].
Implementing the Test Stub on top of the lwIP requires an API which responsible for 
the intercommunication process between the Test Stub and the layers of the lwIP 
stack. lwIP offers three APIs, event-driven, sequential and BSD socket APIs [25]. 
Event-driven API is the one which used in the implementation of the Test Stub due to 
its features which gives the best performance because it did not need any thread 
changes [25]. However, it handles asynchronous events using the callback functions 
which make the design of the application more complicated than the other APIs. 
Test Stub
Transport Layer
Internet Layer
Network Layer
Event-driven API
Figure 6.3: Event-driven API position 
6.2 Application design 
Test Stub consists of three components the control channel, application manager and 
upper tester channel. The control channel connects with lwIP stack through an external 
interface. So that Test Stub can communicate with the lwIP stack. The application 
manager links the control channel and upper tester channel through internal interfaces. 
The upper tester channel links with the IUT (lwIP) through external interfaces. So that, 
the Test Stub can communicate with the implementation under test. Figure 6.4 shows 
the Test Stub component diagram and its internal components. 
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Figure 6.4: Test Stub component diagram 
The Test Stub responsible for receiving the request message from the test system 
through the control channel component. Furthermore, it will sort the message received 
using the application manager component, so that it can identify the requested service 
primitive from the test system. Besides that, it will call the requested service primitive 
and forward the return value using the upper tester component. After that, it will prepare 
the response message using the application manager and send it using the control 
channel.component. 
6.2.1 Control Channel 
The control channel component has two subcomponents. First, is the data sender 
which requires two operations from the lwIP to function and provide one operation to 
the application manager. Second, the data receiver which provides one operation and 
requires three operations to function, two from the lwIP and one from the application 
manager. The delegation connector between ports and the interfaces represents the 
Application Manager 
UC_lwipDHCP
UC_lwipUDP
SendRes
UC_lwipTCP
UC_lwipArp
udp_send pbuf_take pbuf_copy
partial udp_ recv
Server
init
Control Channel Upper Tester Channel 
DHCP_SPsARP_SPsTCP_SPs UDP_SPs 
ProcessTSMcmd
Test Stub
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forwarding of the operation to the external contract of the component. Figure 6.5 gives 
an overview of the internal structure of the control channel component. 
Figure 6.5: Control Channel 
The control channel interfaces which is used to communicate with the lwIP stack and 
the application manager are listed below. 
 Server_init: used to initialise the UDP server to receive the data. This operation
provided by the data receiver when the main application component requires it.
 Udp_recv: used to set the receive callback which called when receiving datagram
occurs. This operation provided by the lwIP stack when the control channel call It.
 Pbuf_copy_partial: offered the operation of copying apart from the contents of the
packet buffer to the receive buffer of the Test Stub [5]. This operation provided by
lwIP stack when the data receiver requires it.
 ProcessTSMcmd: offered the processing and sorting of the data stored in the Test
Stub receive buffer. In addition to that, it used to process the service primitives
according to the GID and PID stored in the receive buffer.
 Pbuf_take: copies the data from the send buffer of the Test Stub into the packet
buffer used by the lwIP [5]. This operation provided by lwIP stack when the data
receiver requires it.
Control Channel 
ProcessTSMcmd
Data Sender Data Receiver
udp_send pbuf_take pbuf_copypartial udp_recv Server_init
Send_Res
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 Udp_send: used to send the data which stored in the packet buffer using UDP
protocol [5]. It provided by the lwIP stack when the data sender call it.
 SendRes: used to allocate a new packet buffer and copying the data from the send
buffer of the Test Stub, then sending the data through the UDP protocol using the
Udp_send interface.
The control channel responsible for receiving the request message sent from IxANVL 
and forward it to the application manager. In addition to that, it will send the message 
prepared by the application manager to the IxANVL test system by means of the data 
sender. The data receiver is taking charge of receiving the request message and 
forward it to the application manager. 
6.2.2 Application Manager 
The application manager component consists of two subcomponents. First, the request 
message handler which provides one operation to the control channel and requires 
another operation from the control channel. Second, the response message handler 
which is internally connected with request message handler. Externally it requires four 
operations to function. The delegation connector between ports and the interfaces 
represents the forwarding of the operation to the external contract of the component. 
Figure 6.6 gives an overview of the internal structure of the application manager 
component. 
Figure 6.6: Application Manager 
The common interfaces between application manager and control channel already 
illustrated with the control channel interfaces. The remaining interfaces used in the 
internal structure of the application manager component are listed below: 
UC_lw ipDHCP
UC_lw ipUDP
Request message
handler
Response message 
handlerUC_lw ipTCP
UC_lwipARP
SendRes
ProcessTSMcmd
Application Manager 
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 UC_lwip (UDP, TCP, ARP, DHCP): offered the operations which used to convert 
the return value of the service primitives(of the desired protocols UDP, TCP, ARP, 
DHCP) to the RID and payload data. These interfaces provided by the upper tester 
channel when the response message handler call it to prepare the response 
message. 
 
The application manager responsible for processing the request message and trigger 
the service primitives according to the GID and PID received from IxANVL. In addition 
to receiving the RID and payload data after that, it prepares the response message to 
send it through the control channel. 
6.2.3 Upper Tester Channel 
The upper tester channel consists of four subcomponents. Each of the subcomponents 
requires an interface which offers the operations of calling the service primitives of the 
protocol belong to it. Those services provided by the lwIP stack. In addition to that, it 
provides four interfaces to the application manager as discussed previously. Figure 6.7 
shows the internal structure of the upper tester channel. 
 
Figure 6.7: Upper Tester Channel 
 
The internal interfaces of the upper tester channel are listed below: 
 
 UDP_SPs, TCP_SPs, ARP_SPs, DHCP_SPs: offered the operations of calling the 
service primitives of each UDP, TCP, ARP and DHCP protocols. These interfaces 
Provided by the lwIP stack when the upper tester channel call it. 
 
 
ARP TCP UDP DHCP 
Upper Tester Channel 
UC_lwipTCP UC_lwipUDP UC_lwipARP UC_lwipDHCP 
UDP_SPs TCP_SPs ARP_SPs DHCP_SPs 
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The responsibility of the upper tester channel is calling the service primitive and 
receiving the return value from it. Furthermore, it converts the return value to the RID; 
then it will forward it with payload data to the response handler. The UDP, TCP, ARP 
and DHCP subcomponents each of them perform common procedures to implement 
its task. However, each one of them carries out different functionality according to the 
protocol which belongs to it. 
6.3  Main operations overview 
The Test Stub responsible for receiving the request message from the test system 
(IxANVL) and process the message to identify which service primitives the test 
system intend to trigger. Furthermore, it sends to the test system response message 
to indicate the reception of the request message. 
The application is based on the software polling to find out if the packet is 
received or not. The lwIP buffer will be allocated from the buffer pool, and then the 
packet received will be copied from the Ethernet buffers into the lwIP buffers. After 
copying the packet, the lwIP stack will process the packet. The lwIP stack may or may 
not notify the application layer. The notification of the application layer would depend 
on the received packet if it related to the application layer or not [25]. If the packet 
relates to the application layer, the processing of assigned callback function will begin. 
The application layer communicates with lwIP stack using the event callback function. 
The callback function copy the request message data from the packet buffer 
into the receive buffer of the Test Stub. After that, it will forward the request message 
data to the request message handler which sort it and select the desired service 
primitive. Moreover, it forwards the request message payload to the service primitive 
handler. The service primitive handler calls the desired service primitive and receives 
the return value from it. Furthermore, it will convert the return value to RID and payload, 
then forward the data to the response handler. 
The RID and payload returned from the service primitive will be used by the 
response handler to build the response message according to the Test Stub 
specification after that it will forward the data to the data sender. The allocation of the 
packet buffer is necessary to copy the application data to packet buffer as fast as 
possible [25]. The data sender will copy the response data from the send buffer of 
the Test Stub into the packet buffer (lwIP) and then send it using UDP protocol. 
Figure 6.8 illustrates the operation model of the Test Stub. 
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Figure 6.8: Test Stub operation model 
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6.3.1 Event callback handling 
The prerequisite operation for the event callback is to initialise the server by creating a 
socket and bind it to the receive port, and IP address. Furthermore setting the receive 
callback to call the assigned application function when the data received. 
The operation starts by copying the request message contents from the packet buffer 
into the receive buffer of the Test Stub to ensure that the incoming data will not 
overwrite the received data. The control channel can use the UDP protocol for 
receiving an incoming request message from IxANVL. The next step is to forward the 
data stored in the received buffer to the application manager to sort the data and to 
process the service primitives. It is essential to copy the data from the packet buffer 
with same byte order because the application manager depends on the byte order in 
the sorting process. 
 
As an illustration of the event callback handling, let’s consider that the test system 
intends to send the request message dedicated to the service primitive 
REMOVE_ARP_STATIC_ENTRY. The packet buffer of the lwIP stack will receive the 
user datagram which the test system sent it, after initialising the UDP server. The user 
datagram will include the request message of the test system. The receiving of the 
data in the packet buffer will trigger the application callback function which responsible 
for copy the data from the packet buffer into the received buffer of the Test Stub. 
The request message consists of the header and payload fields. The header of 
the message consists of the 16-bytes, starting with the SID, GID of ARP and PID of 
REMOVE_ARP_STATIC_ENTRY. The payload data consists of 6-bytes which include 
the IP address and its length. This address indicates to the entry mapped to it which 
the test system intend to remove it. The data received in the packet buffer should be 
copied with the same byte order. Therefore the received buffer of the Test Stub should 
store the data with the same byte order which started from the SID and ended by the 
IP address. After that, the callback operation will forward the stored data in the received 
buffer to the application manager, which responsible for sorting the request message 
and prepare the response message. 
6.3.2 Request message handling 
The request message data stored in the receive buffer is formed and ordered according 
to the standard format of the Test Stub message defined by AUTOSAR. The Test Stub 
message consists of the header and payload data. The request message handling 
begins by checking the receive buffer of the Test Stub. First, it will check the byte which 
the GID and the event bit stored in it. Thus the service group can be distinguished. 
Second, it will check the byte which store PID to identify which service primitives, the 
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test system intended to trigger. After determining the GID and PID, the request 
message handler will use the payload data as an input to process the service primitive. 
 
For example, let’s consider the test system intends to trigger the service primitive 
ADD_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY. First, the test system will prepare the request message 
which includes the GID of the ARP and defined by the standard specification of 
AUTOSAR. Also, this message will contain the PID of the 
ADD_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY. In addition to the entry of the IP address and hardware 
address. Then, the test system will send the message, and the data receiver will 
receive and copy it to the receive buffer of the Test Stub. 
 
The request message handler will check the request data in the receive buffer; 
specifically, it will check the bytes which store the GID and the PID and then it can 
identify that the test system needs to trigger the service primitive 
add_ARP_static_entry. The payload data which includes the ARP entry will be used 
as input to the processing function of the ARP service primitive. After that, the response 
message handler will take charge of the process and forward the prepared response 
message to the request message handler to store the message in the send buffer of 
the Test Stub which the data sender will check it and send it using UDP. Figure 6.9 
illustrates the handling of the request message used to trigger the ARP service 
primitive. 
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Figure 6.9: Request message handling 
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6.3.3 Service Primitive handling 
The prerequisite of this operation is to receive the payload data from the request 
message handler which related to the desired service primitive. The operation begins 
with calling the desired service primitives which provide after that the return data. The 
return value customised according to Test Stub specification. The customisation 
performed by converting part of the return data to the RID. The remaining return data 
will indicate the return payload of the service primitive. 
 
The Test Stub specification in AUTOSAR did not define the RID of the missing service 
group such as ARP [6]. Furthermore, the OPEN Alliance also did not mention any 
information about the RID of the missing service primitives [7]. Consequently, the 
developer of the Test Stub should identify the return error from the functions which 
implement the service primitives, then give it an ID, so that the Test Stub can behave 
correctly. 
 
As an illustration of the service primitive handling, let’s consider the request message 
handler receives the payload data of the request dedicated to the service primitive 
REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY. The payload data represented in the IP address. 
This address indicates to the entry mapped to it which the test system intend to remove 
from ARP cache. This data will be forwarded as input to the function which responsible 
for calling the service primitive REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY. 
The handler of the service primitive will return the value which received after the calling 
of the service primitives. The return value divided into the RID and the return payload 
of the service primitive. Therefore if the calling of the service primitive did not perform 
successfully due to general error, the returned RID would be E_NOK. After that, the 
handler will forward the return value to the response handler to prepare the response 
message. 
6.3.4 Response handling 
The response handling begins by receiving the output of processing the service 
primitives (RID and payload data). After that, the response handler will take charge of 
forming the response message. First, it will start by creating the header of the 
message, which includes the GID, PID and the RID. Second, it creates the payload of 
the message returned from handling the service primitive. Then gather the header and 
payload to build the response message. 
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As an illustration of the response handling. Let ’s consider; the request message 
handler forwards the payload data of the service primitive 
ADD_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY; it will take the ARP entry data and forward it to the 
service primitive handler which doing the call operation and returns the RID and 
payload data to the response handler again. If the service handler able to add the static 
entry it will return the ID which indicates the issuing of service primitive such as E_OK.  
From there on the response handler start to create the response message and 
gathering the data returned from processing the ARP service primitive. The response 
message consists of the header and payload fields. Here in this example, there is no 
return payload after calling the service primitive. However, there is a return RID. 
Therefore the header of the response message will include the GID of ARP, PID of 
ADD_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY, and the RID of E_OK, the other header filed will be the 
same as the request message. 
6.3.5 Data Send 
The data send operation begins after the application manager receives the data and 
triggers the service primitive. However, the response message did not indicate the 
success of the executing the service primitives it only shows the success of the 
receiving and issuing the request. The service primitive depend on the non-blocking 
behaviour. Therefore there is no waiting event between the request and response 
message. 
 
The send operation starts by checking the send buffer of the Test Stub. If the send 
buffer still receiving data, the operation will wait till the receive operation end and then 
check again. The allocating of a new packet buffer in the memory is essential to copy 
the data as fast as possible [25]. Then the response handler will copy the data to the 
packet buffer which recently allocated. The socket which already created for the 
receive process will also be used in the sending process. The data will be sent using 
the UDP protocol as the control channel uses the UDP protocol for receiving and 
sending process. Also, it is essential to copy the data with the same byte order of the 
Test Stub message defined in AUTOSAR, so that the test system can sort it depend 
on the standard byte order of the Test Stub message. 
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7 Approach Evaluation 
The evaluation of the approach which used for solving the research question is the last 
phase of the thesis work. The approach evaluation will give a direct answer to how far 
the approach succeeds to achieve its goal and to solve the research question. The 
evaluation method based on executing the experiment and listing the observations 
appeared. This chapter will introduce the experiments used to check the functionality 
of the developed Test Stub by means of conducting the OPEN Alliance Automotive 
Ethernet ECU Test. In addition to that, it will present the observations emerged after 
the conduction of the experiments using the developed Test Stub. The monitoring of 
the observations will take place at the point where the test event occurs. The Test Stub 
and IUT observation will verify the capability of the Test Stub to perform its task 
correctly. Besides that, this chapter will present the expected and actual outcome. The 
expected outcome based on the hypothesis defined previously. The actual outcome 
based on the results taken from the experiments which used to test the hypothesis. 
Also, it will present an overview of the service primitives which implemented. The 
outcomes which will be obtained from this chapter is the evaluation of the proposed 
approach in the context of achieving the purpose of solving the research question. 
Furthermore, discovering the experimental gaps and issues when conducting the 
OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test using the Test Stub. Besides that, 
exploring the ability of the Test Stub after the development to perform its task, and 
finding out the issues between the IxANVL tool and the developed Test Stub. 
7.1 OPEN Alliance test cases conduction 
This section will introduce the conduction of the test cases using the Test Stub 
developed recently to test the ability of the Test Stub to conduct OPEN Alliance 
Automotive Ethernet ECU Test for TCP/IP stack. The Test Stub did not use in every 
TCP/IP test case. Most of the test cases make use of the Test Stub due to its essential 
functionality; only a few test cases are applicable without the Test Stub. Therefore the 
selection of the test case which will be conducted here in this section will depend on 
the test cases which covers a wide range of the service primitives. 
 
7.1.1 The conduction of the UDP test case 
The test case UDP_MessageFormat_02 which is listed below has been executed to 
check the ability of the Test Stub to trigger the UDP service primitive. This test case 
aimed to verify that the IUT accepts a UDP packet containing a well-formed UDP 
header [8]. 
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IxANVL’s Test Actions: 
 
1. Setup: cause DUT to listen on the unused UDP destination port. 
 
2. IxANVL: the simulated host sends a message to DUT contains  
 The unused UDP source port, 
 The unused UDP destination port. 
 
3. IxANVL: cause DUT to send a UDP message with default data. 
 
4. IxANVL: the simulated host listens up to the parameter listen time on DUT 
interface. 
 
5. DUT: sends UDP message. 
 
6. IxANVL: verify that the UDP message which received from DUT contains 
 The destination port set to the unused UDP destination port. 
 
Configuration entries: 
 
 IP address of DUT: 192.68.0.10 
 
 IP address of the host machine: 192.168.0.11 
 
 UDP listen time: 40 seconds 
 
 UDP first unused port: 2000 
 
 UDP number unused port: 5 
 
 UDP Stub port: 20 
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Figure 7.1: Sequence diagram (Test case UDP_MessageFormat_02) 
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Figure 7.1 shows the sequence of the message which exchanged between the test 
system (IxANVL) and DUT. IxANVL has simulated the host to work as the lower tester. 
Therefore some messages have sent externally from IxANVL itself, and another one 
has transmitted using the simulated host. This sequence diagram obtained from 
IxANVL after the conduction of the test case UDP_MessageFormat_02. Each of the 
packets used in each test procedures is listed below. 
 
1. IxANVL started the test by sending the request message includes the PID of the 
START_TEST, and it expects to receive the response by the Test Stub 
implemented in the DUT. This service primitive indicates to the entry tag in the trace 
at the time when the test case started [6]. 
 
2. DUT has transmitted the response message which indicates that Test Stub is 
ready. 
 
3. IxANVL has sent a request message contains the PID of CREAT_AND_BIND to 
instruct the Test Stub to create a socket with a specific ID, then bind it to local IP 
address and the unused UDP destination port. 
 
4. DUT has sent the response message which indicates the success of issuing the 
request. 
 
5. The simulated host has sent the UDP message which contains the unused UDP 
destination port and the unused UDP source port configured in IxANVL. This 
message sent to verify that the DUT will receive the UDP message at the unused 
UDP destination port. 
 
6. IxANVL has sent the request message which contains the service primitive ID of 
the SEND_DATA, destination port, destination address and default data to instruct 
the Test Stub to send any default data to the target. 
 
7. DUT has sent the response message which indicates to the success of issuing the 
transmission. 
 
8. DUT has sent UDP message contains the unused destination port. 
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9. IxANVL has verified that the UDP message which received from DUT contains the 
destination port set to the unused UDP destination port. Then it sent the request 
message to close the socket which created recently. 
 
10. DUT has sent the response message which indicates to the success of issuing the 
request. 
 
At the end of the test, IxANVL has sent the request message to end the test and to 
reset the Test Stub. The test case UDP_MessageFormat_02 has passed successfully 
as the IxANVL verified that the source port which sent the UDP message could be 
used as the destination port while replying back [8]. 
7.1.2 IxANVL limitation 
The developed Test Stub (also called C&S Test Stub) which described in chapter 5 
includes the implementation of the GENERAL, as well as a predefined subset of the 
UDP and TCP service primitives. Furthermore, it contains the missing service 
primitives of the ARP and DHCP client which IxANVL did not cover them in its Test 
Stub. Also, the developed Test Stub did not include the full range of the service 
primitives of TCP and UDP. On the other hand, Ixia implemented the IxANVL Test Stub 
which includes the full range of the service primitives of TCP, UDP and IP but it did not 
implement the service primitives of the ARP or DHCP client in its Test Stub [8] [9] [10]. 
Therefore the service primitives that configure the DUT for specific tests and executed 
by IxANVL Test Stub has been implemented for TCP, UDP and IP protocols. Thus, 
this service primitives can only use for this protocols test cases, not for ARP and DHCP 
client. As a result, the developed Test Stub was compatible with this service primitives 
when it applied for conducting TCP, UDP test and not consistent when used to perform 
the ARP and DHCP client test. IxANVL did not use its Test Stub to execute the test 
cases for ARP and DHCP client it used the Telnet instead of the Test Stub. Therefore 
it implemented the request of the service primitives which compatible with Telnet, and 
not with Test Stub. As a result, a new issue appears in IxANVL which make the 
conduction of the ARP and DHCP client test cases not possible when using the 
developed Test Stub. The manual test method will be used to overcome this issue, 
instead of using IxANVL which offers flexible automation test capabilities [15]. 
 
7.1.3 The conduction of the ARP test case 
The manual test method based on sending the request message using the packet 
sender tool which sends the request message using the UDP or TCP protocol. The 
request message formed manually according to the Test Stub message structure 
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which defined by AUTOSAR. The DUT will be the same as used in the previous test 
with the C&S Test Stub, the only thing which will be changed is the tool which will send 
the request message and verify the received message from DUT. The response 
received from the DUT will be checked manually and compare it with the correct 
behaviour defined in the test case of OPEN Alliance. The request and response 
message observed and analysed using the Wireshark which facilitate the manual 
verification method. 
The test case ARP_02 which introduced in OPEN Alliance test specification has been 
conducted using the C&S Test Stub. The test case aimed to verify that the DUT will 
send the UDP message using the ARP static entry which added to the ARP cache. 
The following diagram shows the overview of the test case log obtained from Wireshark 
after the conduction of the test case ARP_02. However, the detailed test cases log 
which obtained from Wireshark is added to the appendix. 
 
 
Figure 7.2: Sequence diagram (Test case ARP_02) 
Figure 7.2 shows the sequence diagram of the test case ARP_02. Also shows the 
exchange of the message between the Test system and DUT. The Test System has 
sent the request message using the packet sender after forming it according to Test 
Stub message defined by AUTOSAR. Each of the packets used in each test 
procedures is listed below. 
Test System 
192.168.0.11 
DUT
192.168.0.10 
  Request message < 1 >
< 3 > 
Request message 
< 6 >
< 4 >
< 5 > 
CLEAR_DYN_ARP_ENTRY 
UDP message [default data] 
ADD_ STATIC_ ARP _ENTRY
  Request message
< 7 > Response message 
< 2 >
REMOVE _STATIC_ ARP _ENTRY
ARP response message 
ARP request message
BROADCAST 
255.255.255.255
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1. The Test System started the test by sending the request message which contained 
the GID of the ARP protocol and PID of the CLEAR_DYN_ARP_ENTRY. The DUT 
has received the request message; then the Test stub triggered the requested 
service primitives to clear the dynamic ARP entries. There is no response message 
for this request as the dynamic ARP entry already removed, and if the DUT 
attempted to send a message after deleting the ARP dynamic entries, it would 
allocate a new dynamic ARP entry. Therefore the DUT has removed the dynamic 
ARP entry and waited for the next request message from the Test System. 
 
2. The Test System has sent the second request message to add the ARP static entry 
and to transmit the UDP message with the source IP set to the DUT and destination 
IP set to host. The request message payload contained the ARP static entry (the 
Ethernet MAC and its IP address). Table 7.1 shows the contents of the packet two 
which has the header and payload of the request message. The payload data has 
used by the Test Stub to trigger the service primitive ADD_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY. 
 
3. The DUT has sent the UDP message with the destination IP set to the host (Test 
System) and its Ethernet MAC address. The MAC address with its IP address 
should be the same as the ARP static entry which added in the previous procedure. 
The lwIP did not offer the service of sending the ICMP echo request message, and 
it needs to build other application to send the ICMP echo request. Therefore, to 
overcome this issue, the UDP message with default data has sent instead of the 
ICMP echo request. The replacement of the ICMP echo request with UDP message 
has not effected on the test procedure as the purpose of transmitting the ICMP 
message is to verify that the DUT will use the static entry which received from the 
Test System to send the ICMP or UDP message. Table 7.1 shows the contents of 
the packet number three which used the static entry added previously. This step 
has proved that the Test Stub triggered the requested service primitive in procedure 
one and two and the service primitive successfully performed. 
 
Scope Packet 2 Packet 3 
HW address Src: 00:26:55:e8:d6:06 
Dst: 02:00:00:00:00:00 
Src: 02:00:00:00:00:00 
Dst: 00:0a:5e:54:03:20 
(ARP entry used) 
IPv4 Src: 192.168.0.11 
Dst: 192.168.0.10 
Src: 192.168.0.10 
Dst: 192.168.0.11 
(ARP entry used) 
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UDP Src Port: 16338 
Dst Port: 20 
Src Port: 20 
Dst Port: 16338  
Data  Header: 01 05 09 01 00 00 
00 0b 00 00 00 00 01 01 00 
00 
Payload: 00 04 c0 a8 00 0b  
00 0a 5e 54 03 20 
(ARP static entry) 
Default data 
Table 7.1: Packet two and three contents (ADD_ARP_STATIC_ENTRY) 
 
4. The Test System has sent another request message to instruct the Test Stub to 
trigger the service primitive REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY which is responsible 
for removing the ARP static entry which is added previously. 
 
5. The DUT has attempted to send the response message to the Test System, but it 
found out that the ARP static entry has removed. Therefore it sent an ARP request 
message to identify the MAC address which mapped to the destination IP address 
of the host. This step has proved that the Test Stub triggered the requested service 
primitive and it successfully performed. 
 
6. The Test System has sent the ARP response with MAC address of the host. Figure 
7.2 shows packet five and six. 
 
7. The DUT has sent a response message, after identifying the MAC address of the 
destination. 
 
The DUT has sent the UDP message and used the ARP static entry which is added 
previously. Consequently, the test case ARP_02 has passed successfully after 
conducting it using the C&S Test Stub. 
7.1.4 The conduction of the DHCP client test cases 
The DHCP client test cases have been conducted using the C&S Test Stub. This 
section will introduce the conduction of the three test cases of the DHCP client. The 
first test case is DHCPv4_CLIENT_REUSING_02 which introduced in OPEN Alliance 
TC8 [7]. The test case aimed to check the ability of the DUT to reuse the network 
address which the client allocate it previously. All the sequence diagram in this section 
represent an overview of the test cases log obtained from Wireshark. However, the 
detailed test cases log which obtained from Wireshark is added to the appendix. 
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Figure 7.3 shows an overview of the test case log obtained from the Wireshark. Also, 
This figure illustrates the exchange of the message between Test System and DUT 
after conducting the test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_REUSING_02 using the C&S Test 
Stub. Each of the packets used in each test procedures is listed below. 
 
Figure 7.3: Sequence diagram (Test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_REUSING_02) 
 
1. The Test System started the test by sending the request message which 
responsible for trigger the service primitive Init_DHCP. The Test Stub has received 
this message and triggered the requested service to start the DHCP client 
operation. 
2. The DUT has sent the response message which indicates the success of issuing 
the request. 
 
3. When the DHCP client started the operation, it removed the previous static IP 
allocated to the DUT; then it began to broadcast the DHCP Discover message to 
find on the same subnet network all the available DHCP server. 
 
4. The simulated DHCP server has broadcasted the DHCP Offer message after 
receiving the DHCP Discover. The DHCP Offer has contained the DHCP server IP 
and the client IP offered from the DHCP server. 
Test System
192.168.0.11 
DUT
192.168.0.10 
  Request message< 1 > 
< 3 > 
< 6 > 
< 4 > 
< 5 > 
Response message 
Request message< 7 > 
Response message 
< 2 > 
  Init_DHCP
DHCP Offer 
DUT 
0.0.0.0
BROADCAST
255.255.255.255 
DHCP Discover 
< 8 > 
< 9 > 
(after Init_DHCP) 
DHCP Request 
DHCP ACK
DHCP Request 
RENEW_ADDRESS
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5. The DUT has broadcasted the DHCP Request message to request the network 
configuration data from the DHCP server. These data have contained the IP 
address of the client. 
 
6. The DHCP server has broadcasted the DHCP ACK to ensure that the client can 
receive the message which includes the network configuration. After transferring 
the configuration data, the client started to configure the network interface and 
allocate the IP address (192.168.0.10) offered from the server. 
 
7. The Test System started again to send a request message which triggered the 
service primitive RENEW_ADDRESS to reuse the network address which 
previously allocated. 
 
8. The DUT has received the request message and triggered the requested service 
primitive using the Test Stub. After that, it sent the response message to indicate 
the success of issuing the RENEW_ADDRESS. 
 
9. After triggering the RENEW_ADDRESS, The DUT has sent the DHCP Request 
message which indicated to the success of the triggering the requested service 
primitive. This message also has proved that the test case successfully passed 
after conducting it using the C&S Test Stub. 
 
The second test case conducted in the DHCP client is 
DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_04 which introduced in OPEN Alliance TC8 [7]. The 
test case aimed to verify that the DHCP Release message has the type field 53 in the 
DHCP message option. Figure 7.4 shows the sequence diagram of the test case log 
which obtained from the Wireshark after the conduction of the test case. 
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Figure 7.4: Sequence diagram (Test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_04) 
 
The packets from one to six which exchanged between the DUT and Test System has 
the same procedures described in the previous test case. The remaining packets begin 
from seven are listed below. 
 
7. The Test System has sent the request message within packet seven to trigger the 
service primitive RELEASE_ADDRESS. 
 
8. After receiving the message and triggering the requested service primitive (using 
the Test Stub). The DUT has sent the response message which indicated to the 
success of the issuing the service primitives. 
 
9. The DUT has sent the DHCP Release message which contained the DHCP 
message option with the type field 53. Table 7.2 shows the packet number nine 
(DHCP Release) with the internal packet contents. As a result, the test case has 
passed successfully after conducting it using the C&S Test Stub. 
 
 
 
 
 
Test System
192.168.0.11 
DUT
192.168.0.10 
  Request message< 1 > 
< 3 > 
< 6 > 
< 4 > 
< 5 > 
  Response message
  Request message< 7 > 
  Response message
< 2 > 
 Init_DHCP 
DHCP Offer 
DUT 
0.0.0.0
BROADCAST
255.255.255.255 
DHCP Discover 
< 8 > 
< 9 >
(after Init_DHCP) 
DHCP Request 
DHCP ACK
DHCP Release
RELEASE_ADDRESS 
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Scope Packet 9 (DHCP Release) 
HW address Src: 02:00:00:00:00:00 (DUT) 
Dst: 00:26:55:e8:d6:06 (Test System) 
IPv4 Src: 192.168.0.10 (DUT) 
Dst: 192.168.0.11(Test System) 
UDP Src Port: 68 
Dst Port: 67 
Bootstrap Protocol (Inform) Option:(53)DHCPMessage Type (Release) 
Option: (54) DHCP Server Identifier 
Option: (255) End 
Table 7.2: Packet nine contents (DHCP Release) 
 
The final test case conducted in DHCP client test cases is the 
DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_06 which introduced in OPEN Alliance TC8 [7]. It 
used to check that the DHCP inform message contains the type field 53 in the DHCP 
message option. The following Figure shows the sequence diagram of the test case 
log which obtained from Wireshark after the conduction of the test case 
DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_06 using the C&S Test Stub. 
 
Figure 7.5: Sequence diagram (Test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_06) 
 
Test System
192.168.0.11 
DUT
192.168.0.10 
Request message < 1 > 
< 3 > 
< 6 > 
< 4 > 
< 5 > 
  Response message
Request message< 7 > 
Response message 
< 2 > 
 Init_DHCP 
DHCP Offer 
DUT 
0.0.0.0
BROADCAST
255.255.255.255 
DHCP Discover 
< 8 > 
< 9 > 
(after Init_DHCP) 
DHCP Request 
DHCP ACK
DHCP Inform
SEND_DHCP_INFORM
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Also, as the first test case, the packets from one to six are exchanged with the same 
procedures. The remaining packets are listed below. 
 
7. The Test System has sent the packet which contained the request message to 
trigger the service primitive SEND_DHCP_INFORM. This service primitive 
responsible for sending the DHCP Inform message. 
 
8. The DUT has sent the packet eight which contained the response message. 
 
9. The DUT broadcasted the DHCP Inform message which contained the DHCP 
message option with the type field 53 as shown in Table 7.3. As a result, the test 
case has passed successfully after conducting it using the C&S Test Stub. 
 
Scope Packet 9 (DHCP Inform) 
HW address Src: 02:00:00:00:00:00 
Dst: ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff 
IPv4 Src: 192.168.0.10 
Dst: 255.255.255.255 
UDP Src Port: 68 
Dst Port: 67 
Bootstrap Protocol (Inform) Option: (53) DHCP Message Type (Inform) 
Option: (57) Maximum DHCP Message Size 
Option: (255) End 
Table 7.3: Packet nine contents (DHCP Inform) 
7.2 Observation statement 
The outcome obtained from conducting OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test 
using the C&S Test Stub have observations which should be stated to evaluate the 
functionality of theTest Stub. The observation statement method based on monitoring 
the PCO within the test environment where the test event occurs [11]. This point is 
between the Test Stub and test system. Also, it between the lower tester and IUT. As 
a result, the observation will be first on the control channel of the Test Stub which 
implements the service primitives, so that the request and response message can be 
monitored. Second, it will be on the lower tester channel of the IUT which the Test Stub 
will trigger its service primitives, so that the outcome obtained from triggering the 
service primitives can be monitored. 
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7.2.1 Test Stub observation 
The evaluation of the functionality of the Test Stub based on observing the event 
occurs on the control channel. Every request message received from test system has 
a specific task to triggering service primitives related to the desired protocol. Therefore 
the analysing of the messages received and sent by the Test Stub is an essential step 
to evaluate the functionality of the Test Stub after the development phase and 
conducting the test cases of the UDP, ARP and DHCP client protocols. 
However, the analysing of the request and response message at the PCO will not give 
a proper evaluation of the functionality of the Test Stub. Thus the analysing of the event 
occurs at the point between the IUT, and lower tester (after triggering the service 
primitives using the Test Stub) will evaluate the capability of the Test Stub to perform 
its tasks according to the OPEN Alliance test specifications. 
After analysing the OPEN Alliance test specifications, some observations rase up 
which shows that the Test Stub not required in every the test cases of the TCP/IP 
protocols. However, most of the test cases make use of the Test Stub due to its 
essential functionality; only a few test cases are applicable without the Test Stub. The 
following table shows the estimated usage of Test Stub in test cases of the ARP, DHCP 
client and UDP protocols. 
 
Scope Test cases 
Total number Estimated usage of the 
Test Stub 
ARP 49 25% 
DHCP Client 90 100% 
UDP 54 95% 
Table 7.4: The usage of Test Stub in test cases [29] 
 
Control channel observations (DHCP client test cases) 
 
This section illustrates the event occurs at the control channel of the Test Stub when 
the test system conducts the test cases of DHCP client protocol. The test system has 
started to send the request message. This message should be checked out after 
receiving it by the Test Stub. Also, the response message should be checked out which 
indicates the issuing of the requested service primitive. The evaluation of the Test Stub 
functionality will be more evident after checking out those messages, as it will prove 
that the Test Stub has received the correct format of the request message from the 
test system. Furthermore, it creates and sends the correct format of the response 
message. Therefore the checking of the message header and payload fields are 
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essential to discover any error occurs during the conduction of the test and to state the 
observations. 
For example, Table 7.5 shows the packet number seven contents of the test case 
DHCPv4_Client_Reusing_02 which has shown on page 67. This packet has contained 
the request message sent by the test system. The request message should be checked 
according to message structure defined in AUTOSAR. Every byte of the request 
message has a specific purpose. Therefore this bytes will be illustrated to check the 
request message contents after receiving it by the Test Stub. 
The request message has a size of 17-byte. The header of the request message 
consists of 16-bytes; this is a constant size defined by AUTOSAR. The purpose of 
sending this message is to trigger the service primitive RENEW_ADDRESS. In Table 
7.5, in the data field, byte number three includes the GID of the DHCP protocol (EVB 
set to zero), byte number four has the PID of the RENEW_ADDRESS, and byte 
number fifteen contains the TID (request message) which indicate the type of the 
message. The payload of the message is the device name which represents here the 
device ID as shown in byte seventeen. Consequently, the request message sent from 
the test system formed correctly and received by the Test Stub. 
On the other hand, the analysing of response message will facilitate the 
verification of issuing the requested service primitive. The following table shows how 
the request and response message formed by the Test Stub after issuing the service 
primitives RENEW_ADDRESS. The response message consists of 16-byte header 
which contains the GID and PID byte and set to DHCP protocol and 
RENEW_ADDRESS respectively. Also, it has the TID which represents here the type 
of the message as a response. Furthermore, it has the last byte (byte number sixteen), 
this byte represent the RID which is here (E_OK). This ID implies that the service 
primitive has issued successfully. 
 
Scope Packet 7 Packet 8 
HW address Src: 00:26:55:e8:d6:06 
Dst: 02:00:00:00:00:00 
Src: 02:00:00:00:00:00 
Dst: 00:26:55:e8:d6:06 
IPv4 Src: 192.168.0.11 
Dst: 192.168.0.10 
Src: 192.168.0.10 
Dst: 192.168.0.11 
UDP Src Port: 16338 
Dst Port: 20 
Src Port: 20 
Dst Port: 16338  
Data (request message) Header: 01 05 07 05 00 00 
00 0b 00 00 00 00 01 01 00 
00 
Header: 01 05 07 05 00 00 
00 0b 00 00 00 00 01 01 80 
00 
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Payload: 00   
Table 7.5: Packet seven and eight contents (DHCP_Renew) 
 
The previous observation and analysing of the resulted messages has been applied to 
the other service primitives of the DHCP client protocol. The observations have 
appeared on the control channel after conducting the test cases of the DHCP client. 
These observations prove that the Test Stub has done its task successfully to trigger 
the service primitive of the DHCP client protocol. The following observations are 
common for the service primitives (Init_DHCP, Stop_DHCP, RENEW_ADDRESS, 
RELEASE_ADDRESS and SEND_DHCP_INFORM). However, every message has a 
dedicated PID which indicates to the requested service primitive. 
 
 DHCP Client Service Primitives 
 
 Request message: The Test Stub has received the request message from the 
test system which contained the correct header fields ( GID of DHCP, PID of 
the requested service primitives, TID of request message), and payload fields 
(the device name of the network interface). 
 
 Response message: The Test Stub has processed the request message and 
triggered the service primitive according to the OPEN Alliance TC8 
specification. Furthermore, it sent the response message with a correct header 
field which contained the GID of DHCP, PID of the requested service 
primitives, RID of E_OK and the TID of the response message. 
 
Control channel observations (ARP test case) 
 
This section illustrates the event occurs at the control channel of the Test Stub when 
the test system conduct the test cases of ARP_02 as shown on page 64. The ARP 
service primitives have some different observations than the DHCP client. The different 
observations appeared in the service primitive CLEAR_DYN_ARP_ENTRY. The Test 
Stub has received the request message of this service primitives, but it did not transmit 
any response message. As, if the Test Stub sends any message before receiving the 
request message which adds the static entry, it will allocate a new dynamic entry then 
it sends the response. Therefore the Test Stub did not send the response message 
after clearing the ARP dynamic entry to avoid the contradiction with the first test 
procedures which instruct the DUT to clear the dynamic ARP entries. 
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Another observation emerged when the Test Stub replaces the ICMP echo request 
with the regular UDP message. The test case has passed successfully even when the 
Test Stub has sent the UDP message instead of the ICMP request message. The 
reason for using the UDP message is that the lwIP stack did not offer the service of 
sending the ICMP request message. However, the usage of the UDP message did not 
effect on the pass criteria of the test cases, as it aimed to add the ARP static entry and 
to use it to send a message from DUT. 
 
Regarding the service primitive REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY, Table 7.6 shows 
packet four contents which used in the test case ARP_02 as shown on page 64. This 
packet has contained the request message used to trigger the mentioned service 
primitives. The request message here consists of 22 bytes. The first 16 byte is the 
header of the request message which contained the GID and PID of the ARP protocol 
and REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY respectively. Furthermore, it has the ID of the 
request message. The last 6 bytes of the request message represents the payload of 
this message. The first 2 bytes of the payload describes the length of the IP address, 
and the last 4 bytes represent the IP which the test system intends to remove its entry 
from the ARP cache. As a result, the reception of the message using the Test Stub 
has performed successfully. 
 
However, the verification of receiving the request message not enough to prove that 
the Test Stub has triggered the service primitives. Table 7.6 shows packet seven which 
contained the response message obtained from triggering the service primitive 
REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY. This message has proved that the service 
primitives has issued. Also, there is another observation emerged on the lower tester 
of the IUT which is the transmission of the ARP request from the DUT. The ARP 
request proves that the ARP static entry has removed. 
 
Scope Packet 4 Packet 7 
HW address Src: 00:26:55:e8:d6:06 
Dst: 02:00:00:00:00:00 
Src: 02:00:00:00:00:00 
Dst: 00:26:55:e8:d6:06 
IPv4 Src: 192.168.0.11 
Dst: 192.168.0.10 
Src: 192.168.0.10 
Dst: 192.168.0.11 
UDP Src Port: 16338 
Dst Port: 20 
Src Port: 20 
Dst Port: 16338  
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Data (Stub message) Header: 01 05 09 02 00 00 
00 0b 00 00 00 00 01 01 00 
00  
Payload: 00 04 c0 a8 00 0b  
Header: 01 05 09 02 00 00 
00 0b 00 00 00 00 01 01 80 
00  
 
Table 7.6: Packet four and seven contents (Remove_ARP_static_ENTRY) 
 
The observations have appeared on the control channel after conducting the test 
case ARP_02. These observations prove that the Test Stub has triggered the service 
primitive successfully. The summary of these observations is listed below. 
 
 CLEAR_DYN_ARP_ENTRIES 
 Request message: the Test Stub has received the request message from the 
test system which contained the correct header fields (GID of ARP, PID of 
CLEAR_DYN_ARP_ENTRIES, TID of request message), and payload fields 
(the device name of the network interface). 
 Response message: The Test Stub did not send the response message to 
avoid any allocation of a new ARP dynamic entry. 
 
 ADD_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY 
 Request message: the Test Stub has received a request message from the 
test system which contained the correct header fields (GID of ARP, PID of 
ADD_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY, TID of request message), and payload fields (the 
static IP and the hardware address ). 
 Response message: The Test Stub has used the static entry to send UDP 
message instead of using the static entry to send the ICMP echo request 
message. 
 
 REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY 
 Request message: the Test Stub has received the request message from the 
test system which contained the correct header fields ( GID of ARP, PID of 
REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY, TID of request message), and payload fields 
(the static IP address which requested to be removed). 
 Response message: The Test Stub has handled the request message and 
triggered the service primitive according to the OPEN Alliance TC8 
specification. Furthermore, it sent the response message with a correct header 
field which contained the GID of ARP, PID of REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY, 
RID of E_OK and the TID of the response message. 
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 SET_ARP_TIMEOUT 
 Request message: the Test Stub has received the request message from the 
test system which contained the correct header fields ( GID of ARP, PID of  
SET_ARP_TIMEOUT, TID of request message), and the payload fields (the 
device name and the timeout of the dynamic ARP cache in seconds ). 
 Response message: the same observations as in the service primitive 
REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY. However, the PID field is dedicated to the 
service primitive SET_ARP_TIMEOUT. 
 
 CLEAR_ARP_TIMEOUT 
 Request message: the Test Stub has received the request message from the 
test system which contained the correct header fields ( GID of ARP, PID of 
CLEAR_ARP_TIMEOUT, TID of request message), and the payload fields (the 
device name of the network interface). 
 Response message: the same observations as in the service primitive 
REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY. However, the PID field is dedicated to the 
service primitive CLEAR_ARP_TIMEOUT. 
 
Control channel observations (UDP test case) 
The C&S Test Stub has implemented a subset of the UDP service primitives which 
allowed the conduction of the UDP test cases. However, there were some gaps and 
issues discovered which made the conduction of the ARP and DHCP test case not 
possible. As a result, the ARP and DHCP service primitives have been implemented 
to overcome this issues and to make the Test Stub as future-proof. The IxANVL test 
system used to send the request message to conduct the UDP test cases. It built the 
request message according to the Test Stub message structure defined by AUTOSAR. 
Therefore when conducting the UDP test case, there was no issue and the test cases 
have passed successfully. 
The observations have appeared on the control channel after conducting the UDP 
test case. These observations prove that the Test Stub has triggered the service 
primitives after receiving the request message from the test system. The summary of 
these observations is listed below. 
 
GENERAL: 
 GET_VERSION: 
 Request message: the Test Stub has received the request message with the 
correct format. 
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 Response message: the Test Stub has sent the response message with the 
correct header and payload (the version of the Test Stub) fields. 
 START_TEST, END_TEST: 
 Request message: the Test Stub has received the request message with the 
correct format. 
 Response message: the Test Stub has sent the response message with the 
correct format. 
 
UDP: 
 CREATE_AND_BIND: 
 Request message: the Test Stub has received the request message from the 
test system which contained the correct header fields. Furthermore the payload 
of the local port and IP address which used to bind the socket after creating it. 
 Response message: the Test Stub has sent the response with the payload 
data of the socket ID which created and bound as requested. 
 SEND_DATA: 
 Request message: the Test Stub has received the request message from the 
test system which contained the destination port and addresses. Furthermore, 
the data intended to be sent by DUT. 
 Response message: theTest Stub has sent the response and then sent the 
UDP message to the destination port and address received from IxANVL. 
 CLOSE_SOCKET: 
 Request message: the Test Stub has received the request message from the 
test system which contained the ID of the socket intended to be closed by DUT. 
 Response message: the Test Stub has sent the response with the correct 
header fields. Moreover, the payload data of the socket ID which closed as 
requested. 
7.2.2 IUT observation 
The observations which appeared on lower tester channel of the IUT proves that the 
test cases of protocols have passed the test successfully according to the OPEN 
Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test specifications. Starting with the observations 
emerged on the DHCP client protocols. After conducting the three test cases using the 
developed Test Stub, the first observation appeared when executing the test cases 
DHCPv4_CLIENT_REUSING_02 was the sending of the DHCP request message after 
receiving the dedicated request message for the RENEW_ADDRESS from the test 
system (as shown in figure 7.3 page 67). The second observation appeared when 
conducting the test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_04 was the transmission of 
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the DHCP release message after receiving the request message dedicated to 
triggering the service primitive RELEASE_ADDRESS by the Test Stub (as shown in 
figure 7.4 page 69). The last observation recorded after executing the test case 
DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_06 was the broadcasting of the DHCP inform 
message after receiving the dedicated request message which triggered the service 
primitive SEND_DHCP_INFORM (as shown in figure 7.5 page 70). 
Moving on to the observations recorded after conducting the test case ARP_02 
which shown in figure 7.2 page 64. The first observation recorded was the sending of 
the UDP message using the static ARP entry instead of sending the ICMP request 
message. The replacement of ICMP message did not effect on the pass criteria of the 
test case as described in the previous section. The second observation was sending 
the ARP request message after executing the request message dedicated to remove 
the ARP static entry which previously added. This observation proves that the static 
ARP entry has removed after executing the dedicated request message by the Test 
Stub. 
The observations of the UDP has appeared after conducting the test case 
UDP_MessageFormat_02 which shown in figure 7.1 page 61. This observation was 
the transmission of the UDP message using the destination port and IP received from 
IxANVL after triggering the service primitive SEND_DATA by the Test Stub. 
There was an issue rase up after trying to conduct the ARP and DHCP test cases using 
the IxANVL test system. This issue was the inability of sending the ARP and DHCP 
request message according to the Test Stub format defined in AUTOSAR, as it did not 
cover the service primitives of ARP and DHCP client. The limitation of the IxANVL test 
system has changed the test method from automation to manual. However, using the 
manual method has fulfilled the conduction of some of the test cases, but there were 
some issues which make the conduction of the test cases more complicated. Therefore 
the automation test offered by IxANVL will be better and more suitable if it develops 
the request of the service primitives of the ARP and DHCP to be compatible with Test 
Stub. 
7.3 Results 
The evaluation of the approach which used to solve the research question is the last 
phase to find out the ability of the approach to solving the research question. The 
evaluation of the Test Stub in the context of using it for conducting OPEN Alliance 
Automotive Ethernet ECU Test was the primary challenge of the research introduced 
here. The identification of the potential gaps and issues when using the Test Stub 
(defined by AUTOSAR) for conducting OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test 
was the first expected outcome introduced in the research challenges. The missing 
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service primitives of the ARP and DHCP client are the expected gaps which the 
approach used to predict and prove it from the beginning. The expected solution to 
solve this issues was the development of the Test Stub and covering the missing 
service primitives. The extension of Test Stub will qualify it to conduct the OPEN 
Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU Test, and this was the second expected outcome. 
For the actual outcome, the analysing of Test Stub defined in AUTOSAR and 
implemented by Ixia allows discovering the first issue in the Test Stub which was the 
inability of conducting the ARP and DHCP client test cases. The IxANVL test system 
also has another issue which was the inability of sending the request of the ARP and 
DHCP client service primitives. The development of the Test Stub which covers the 
missing service primitives of the ARP and DHCP client allows the conduction of the 
ARP and DHCP client test cases. Consequently, the development of the Test Stub 
overcomes the issues discovered, and these were the outcomes resulted after testing 
the hypothesis by the experimental method. 
C&S Test Stub performance 
The Test Stub has implemented the ARP and DHCP client service primitives. The 
illustration of the Test Stub performance will show the ability of the Test Stub to perform 
its task during the conduction of the test cases. Figure 7.6 shows the Input/Output (IO) 
graph which obtained after the conduction of the test case ARP_02. This graph shows 
the overall packet which exchanged (per second) between the test system and DUT 
which include the Test Stub. 
Figure 7.6: IO graph of the test case ARP_02 
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The test case ARP_02 has executed approximately in 30 seconds. However, this 
duration seems to be long for this test case. As shown in Figure 7.6 there are gaps (for 
example from 1-14 second) which indicate the delay of transmitting the request 
message by the test systems. The reason for this delay is the using of the manual test 
method, as the automated test method which offered by IxANVL test system did not 
cover the ARP service primitives. The test system delay has increased the overall 
execution time of the test case. However, the Test Stub has performed its task in 
acceptable duration, when considering only the Test Stub performance in this test 
case. Table 7.7 shows the Test Stub performance in the test case ARP_02. The 
response duration is the period in which the Test stub spend it to send the response 
after receiving the request from the test system. The trigger duration is the period in 
which the Test Stub spend it to trigger the service primitives. 
ARP service primitives Response duration (msec) Trigger duration (msec) 
CLEAR_DYN_ARP_ENTRIES No response 0.122 
ADD_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY No response 0.189 
REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY 0.709 0.38 
Table 7.7: Test Stub performance in ARP_02 
Figure 7.7: IO graph of the test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_REUSING_02 
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Figure 7.7 shows the IO graph of the test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_REUSING_02. The 
execution time of this test case is acceptable. However, the overall execution time 
increased due to the delay in transmitting the request from the test system. Table 7.8 
shows the Test Stub performance in the test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_REUSING_02. 
DHCP service primitives Response duration (msec) Trigger duration (msec) 
Init_DHCP 0.373 0.001 
RENEW_ADDRESS 0.066 0.329 
Table 7.8: Test Stub performance in DHCPv4_CLIENT_REUSING_02 
Figure 7.8 shows the IO graph of the test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_04 
The reducing of the execution time could be done if IxANVL test system has provided 
the request of the service primitives which used to instruct the Test Stub. However, the 
Test Stub has performed its task in acceptable duration during the test case execution. 
Table 7.9 shows the Test Stub performance in the test case 
DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_04. 
Figure 7.8: IO graph of the test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_04 
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DHCP service primitives Response duration (msec) Trigger duration (msec) 
Init_DHCP 0.373 0.001 
RELEASE_ADDRESS 0.236 0.001 
Table 7.9: Test Stub performance in DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_04 
Figure 7.9 shows the IO graph of the test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_06. 
The execution time observations which appeared in this graph is similar to the previous 
DHCP test cases. Table 7.10 shows the Test Stub performance in the test case 
DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_06. 
Figure 7.9: IO graph of the test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_06 
DHCP service primitives Response duration (msec) Trigger duration (msec) 
Init_DHCP 0.373 0.001 
SEND_DHCP_INFORM 0.238 0.001 
Table 7.10: Test Stub performance in DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_06 
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The actual outcomes prove that the approach used has succeeded in solving a 
research question. The overview of the actual and expected outcomes which obtained 
from solving the research question are listed below. 
C&S Test Stub: 
 Expected outcome: The C&S Test Stub overcame the issues of the IxANVL Test
Stub after covering the ARP and DHCP service primitives.
 Actual outcome: The same as expected.
IxANVL Test Stub: 
 Expected outcome: IxANVL Test Stub did not have the capability of conducting
the test cases of the ARP and DHCP client. Furthermore, it could only be used to
conduct the test of TCP, UDP and IP protocols.
 Actual outcome: The same as expected.
IxANVL Test System: 
 Expected outcome: The test system could send t the request of the ARP and
DHCP client service primitives according to the correct format defined in
AUTOSAR.
 Actual outcome: the IxANVL test system could not transmit the request message
of the ARP and DHCP client service primitives to configure the Test Stub due to
its limitation (Not the same as expected).
Figure 7.10 shows the services primitives which implemented by the C&S and
IxANVL Test Stub. The IxANVL Test Stub covers all the services primitives of the
TCP, UDP and IP protocols. The C&S Test Stub overcame the gaps of the IxANVL
Test Stub and covered the ARP and DHCP client service primitives. Furthermore,
it implemented 60% of the UDP, 30% of the TCP and 100 % of the GENERAL
service primitives.
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Figure 7.10: The implemented Services Primitives  
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8 Conclusion 
Nowadays, Ethernet has widely used in automotive systems such as driver assistance 
system, as it offers a high bandwidth which required by those systems. OEMs have 
used ECUs from different vendors to build such systems and to get the most creative 
features in vehicle [19]. Therefore, these ECUs requires a high degree of testing to 
ensure the safety and interoperability between these ECUs. The testing of the 
communication stacks (TCP/IP) will reduce the interoperability issues at the early 
phase of the development process. 
In response, the automotive standardised bodies such as OPEN Alliance and 
AUTOSAR has begun to set up a standard test for Automotive Ethernet. This 
standardisation aims to make the acceptance test fully standardised including the test 
methods (such as Test Stub), test process and test cases [28]. The standardised test 
cases must have an accurate description, test procedures, pass/fail criteria and 
reference to the standard [28]. Furthermore, these test cases have reused from the IT 
domain and reviewed by multiple companies to pursue the objective of increasing the 
quality and reducing the cost. 
The testing of the Automotive Ethernet has faced challenges such as decreasing the 
test periods and cost while retaining high test coverage with rising the functionality and 
complexity [28]. Furthermore, finding and solving the issues at the early phases of the 
development process, as solving the problem at the early phases will decrease the 
monetary impact. 
Besides that, the testing of TCP/IP stack using the black box approach is a complex 
task, as it requires an upper tester to cause the IUT to move to specific states. 
AUTOSAR has defined the standardised control protocol (Test Stub) which used as 
an upper tester when testing the TCP/IP stack [6]. This protocol was used to conduct 
the TCP, UDP, IP test cases of the AUTOSAR Acceptance Test. As a result, the Test 
Stub was partially not able to conduct the test cases of OPEN Alliance Automotive 
Ethernet ECU Test, as it covers more test cases such as ARP and DHCP. The 
presented thesis work has prepared an evaluation of the Test Stub to find the gaps 
and issues between the AUTOSAR and OPEN Alliances in context of using the Test 
Stub to conduct their test cases. Furthermore, it has proposed a solution to overcome 
the issues which discovered after performing the evaluation. 
 
Results overview 
After performing the evaluation task, the first outcome which obtained was identifying 
the missing service primitives in ARP and DHCP client protocols. These service 
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primitives have implemented before the conduction of the OPEN Alliance test cases of 
the ARP and DHCP protocols. The missing service primitives of the ARP and DHCP 
client protocols are listed below. 
ARP 
 CLEAR_DYN_ARP_ENTRIES: used to clear the ARP dynamic entries for a 
specific network interface from the ARP cache. 
 
 ADD_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY: used to add the static ARP entry to the ARP cache. 
 
 REMOVE_STATIC_ARP_ENTRY: used to remove the ARP static entry from the 
ARP cache. 
 
 SET_ARP_TIMEOUT: used to set the ARP dynamic cache timeout. 
 
 CLEAR_ARP_TIMEOUT: used to clear the ARP dynamic cache timeout which 
adjusted previously. 
DHCP client 
 RENEW_ADDRESS: used for reusing the previously allocated IP address. 
 
 RELEASE_ADDRESS: used to release the IP address of the given network 
interface. 
 
 SEND_DHCP_INFORM: used to send DHCP Inform message. 
 
The mentioned service primitives did not define by AUTOSAR. Consequently, using 
Test Stub to conduct the OPEN Alliance test cases (ARP and DHCP client) was not 
possible before the implementation of the missing service primitives. However, the 
Test Stub defined by AUTOSAR can conduct the OPEN Alliance test cases of the TCP, 
UDP and IP protocols test cases. 
The second outcome was the limitation of the IxANVL. This outcome obtained after 
implementing the missing service primitives and using the Test Stub to conduct the 
OPEN Alliances test cases. This limitation was evident in the inability of the test system 
(IxANVL) to send the request of the ARP and DHCP client service primitives. These 
request responsible for instructing the Test Stub to configure the DUT in context of 
triggering the service primitives. The limitation of IxANVL was the main reason for using 
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the manual test method instead of using the automation test method which offered by 
Ixia’s IxANVL. 
 
Future work 
 
The future work that would be carried out will help to improve the features of the Test 
Stub and to enhance the usability of the Test Stub to conduct different test 
specification. These work are listed below. 
 
 Analyzes the DHCP Server test cases to identify any missing service primitives, as 
the presented thesis identify the missing service primitives of the DHCP client test 
cases. 
 
 Evaluate the Test Stub in context of using it to conduct the OPEN Alliance test 
cases of the SOME/ IP, SD protocols, to Identify the missing service primitives of 
these protocols. 
 
 Implement the complete application of C&S Test Stub (the developed Test Stub). 
 
 In Cooperation with Ixia, Implement the missing request configuration of the ARP 
and DHCP service primitives in IxANVL. 
 
 Evaluate the Test Stub in context of using it with the other test specification such 
as AVnu. 
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Appendix 
A Result IDs and terms 
Result  ID Description 
E_NOK 0x01 General error 
E_OK 0x00 The Service Primitives has issued successfully 
E_ISB 0xFD Insufficient buffer size 
E_NTF 0xFF The Service Primitive not found 
E_INV 0xFC Invalid Parameter 
E_PEN 0xFE The Upper Tester is pending 
E_IIF 0xEC Invalid network 
E_ISD 0xEF Invalid socket ID 
E_UCS 0xEE Unable to create socket 
E_UBS 0xED Unable to bind socket 
Table A.1: Result IDs defined by AUTOSAR [6] 
Result ID Description 
E_ENF 0xD2 Entry not found 
E_ENS 0xD3 Entry not static 
E_NUA 0xD4 Non unicast address 
E_UAE 0xD5 Unable to add entry 
Table A.2: Result IDs defined during the development of the Test Stub 
Term Description 
Test Stub Contained the implementation of the service primitives and it 
defined by AUTOSAR. Also called Upper Tester and 
Testability protocol and service primitives [6]. 
IxANVL Test Stub Same as the Test Stub but implemented by Ixia 
C&S Test Stub The developed Test Stub which has implemented during the 
thesis work in C&S company. It has the extension 
implementation of the missing service primitives. 
Request Message The message which sent by the test system to trigger the 
service primitives. Also called the command message. 
Testability message 
format 
The format which used to form the request message. Also 
called Test Stub message format. 
Table A.3: Related terms 
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B List of Abbreviations 
 
UT Upper Tester 
DUT Device Under Test 
IUT Implementation Under Test 
AUTOSAR Automotive Open System Architecture 
IT Information Technology 
TCP Transmission Control Protocol 
IP Internet Protocol 
ARP Address Resolution Protocol   
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol    
ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol   
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer   
SOME/IP Scalable service-Oriented middlewarE over IP   
ISO International Standards Organization   
CAN Controller Area Network    
MOST Media Oriented Systems Transport   
LT Lower Tester   
EMI Electromagnetic Interference   
RFI Radio-Frequency Interference   
AE Automotive Ethernet   
IxANVL Ixia Automated Network Validation Library   
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission   
GID Group Identifier   
PID Service Primitive Identifier   
TID Type Identifier   
RID Result Identifier   
CC Control Channel   
LC Lower Tester Channel   
UC Upper Tester Channel   
SP Service Primitive   
EVB Event Bit   
OPEN Alliance SIG One-Pair Ether-Net Alliance Special Interest Group    
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C Main handling operation 
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Figure C.1: Request message handling overall operations-1 
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Figure C.2: Request message handling overall operations-2 
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D Test cases trace log (Wireshark) 
 
Figure D.1: Test case ARP_02 trace log 
 
Figure D.2: Test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_REUSING_02 trace log 
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Figure D.3: Test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_04 trace log 
 
 
Figure D.4: Test case DHCPv4_CLIENT_PROTOCOL_06 trace log 
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